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GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
THIRTY-SEVENTH SESSION

OfJicilll Records

President: Mr. Imre HOLLAI (Hungary).

In the absence of the President, Mrs. Astorga
(Nicaragua), Vice-President took the Chair.

AGENDA ITEM 9

General debate (continued)

I. Mr. COLLINS {Ireland): First I should like to
congratulate the President of the thirty-seventh session
of the General Assembly on his election. I am quite
sure that he will carry out his functions as President
with great success. I should also like to pay a tribute
to his predecessor, Mr. Kittani of Iraq, who presided
over the last session with distinction and leadership.
I wish, too, to join in congratulating the Secretary
General. Although he has not yet been one year in
office, he has already established a justly deserved
reputation for integrity and for his efforts to make the
United Nations a more effective instrument for peace.

2. I want also to associate myself with the views
already expressed [8th meeting] by my colleague the
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Denmark, Mr. Elle
mann-Jensen, on behalf of the 10 member States of
the European Community, to which Ireland belongs.

3. As we begin this annual session of the General
Assembly the international outlook is gloomy, even
more gloomy than it was one year ago. Over the past
year relations between the major Powers have
deteriorated and this has had an adverse effect on
many other aspects of international life. Furthermore
there are at this moment several wars and conflicts
taking place-between Iran and Iraq, between Ethiopia
and Somalia, in Afghanistan and in Central America.
In recent months the world has also seen a war that
should not have happened over the Falkland Islands
and an invasion of Lebanon by Israeli forces which
has led to tremendous loss of life and brought great
tragedy in its wake.

4. At the world level the arms race continues, and
the level of nuclear armaments is greater than ever
before. Conventional armaments, too, are a major
item in world trade. They now occupy second place
after oil. And these are weapons which are actually
being used in conflict in many parts of the world.

S. In economic matters, too, the world outiook is
exceedingly gloomy, more gloomy perhaps than it h&s
been for many years. The major industrialized coun
tries are suffering through a serious recession, with
high unemployment, inflation and high interest rates.
The less developed countries are poorer than ever
before, and many relatively prosper,?us countries
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which appeared to have good economic prospects have
now run into major difficulties. These trends, if left
unchecked, could threaten the stability of the· whole
international monetary system.
6. It is clear that the problems facing the world
community in this month of September 1982 are
indeed formidable. In many areas of international life
it would be no exaggeration to speak of the pre~~nt
situation as one of serious crisis.- .
7. What of the means available to the world com
munity to deal with these serious and critical problems?
How effective are the Organization and the procedures
which have evolved since the Second World War in
promoting a sense of community and a common
response to international problems?

8. Here too, I believe, we can speak of a crisis. The
events of the past year, and of the past six months in
particular, seem to many people around the world to
have called most seriously into question the effective
ness and relevance ofthe whole United Nations system
as an instrument for the maintenance of international
peace and security and for the development of inter
national co-operation.

9. We have available to us at the beginning of this
session a most important document: the report of the
Secretary-General on the work of the Organization
[A/37/l1. It is, I venture to say, one of .the most
important documents of recent years. Ireland is
extremely grateful to the Secretary-General for his
analysis, his insight and his courage.

10. I know that many important problems are already
on the agenda or will be raised in the course of the
session. But I strongly believe that in- a deeper sense
the real question before us at this the 1982 session of
the General Assembly is how we respond, individually
and collectively, to the very basic issues raised by the
Secretary-General in his report.

11. The report itself is short, and all of it is of
interest, but the core of the report is a serious warning
that the world is now embarked on an exceedingly
dangerous course and that we are perilously near to
a new international anarchy. The' present crisis in
the multilateral approach in international affairs and
the crisis of confidence in the United Nations as an
instrument for the maintenance of peace and security
are evidence of this. I believe the Secretary-General
was right in his warning that the most urgent goal at
present is to re-establish the fundamental concept of
the Charter of the United Nations: that of collective
action for peace and security.

12. We all need to remember that the United Nations
in its origins was not simply an idealistic concept.
It was a serious organization of States with a very
serious purpose. It grew out of one major war-the

A/37/PV.12
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the Charter, as they now do, to justify their actions
but to use the procedures of the United Nations to
the full before resorting in the first instance to their
own strength to vindicate their rights.
18. Thirdly, there is a special need for the Security
Council, and its permanent members in particular,
to be wining to follow through on the decisions which
the Council takes in order to ensure that they are
impl~mented. Nothing contributes more to an impres
sion ofineffectiveness and irrelevance than an inability
or failure of the Council to do so. This has been
particularly evident over recent months.

19. Because of its importance, I should like to spell
out this third point in more detail. Under the Charter,
the Security Council has power, through a whole range
of measures, to impose its decisions and to exercise
authority. Many of us would like to see a greater
measure of agreement within the Council, llnd among
the permanent members, on the use of that authority
to resolve international conflicts. We have come to
accept, however, that there are many issues con
cerning which the Council cannot agree in the first
instance on what should be done. But, when the Coun
cil does agree and does adopt a resolution in relation
to a conflict, it must also be ready later, if necessary,
to consider the measures which may be needed to
ensure that the decision is implemented. If the Coun
cil repeatedly fails in this, it will soon lose all authority.
The case is even more obvious when, as has happened
several times in recent months in regard to Lebanon,
the initial Council decision was unanimous.

20. These are three points which Ireland, as a small
country which has always tried to uphold and support
the United Nations and contribute to its effectiveness
as best it can, would think to be fundamental.

21. But what specifically should now be done, and by
whom? I repeat that it is not enough to commend the
Secretary-General's report: we must act on it. I would
hope therefore that when this general debate is
finished, and when all delegations that wish to do so
have stated their views, there can be serious con
sideration of how best to proceed.

22. In particular, I believe that it would be important
~hat the Security Cou~cil-.,to the etfec.tiveness of
which much of the document is directed-should
consider necessary action. For its. part, Ireland, as a
member of the Security Council until the end of 1982,
would be willing to support and work for such con
sideration among members of the Council with a view
to finding the best way to translate ideas into action.
There is no more important task before us at the
present time.

23. The need to restore respect for the Charter and
for the authority and status of the United Nations is
m':st forcefully demonstrated by recent events in the
Middle East. The situation there, already complex and
seemingly intractable, has been greatly aggravated
by Israel's invasion of Lebanon and its continuing
presence there. Many resolutions of the Security
Council, despite the authority which they carry under
the Charter, have been defied or ignored, and have
remained unimplemented for over four months.

24. Israel's invasion of Lebanon, carried out i~ the
name of its security, has brought with it death and
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most disastrous in human history-and it was designed
to prevent another. It began as an organization of
limited membership, but it has now become an almost
universal world body, and it must be' strengthened
and made more effective if it is to deal ~adequately
with world problems.
13. I have little doubt that most, or perhaps all, of
us who come here to this rostrum to speak during the
next few weeks of general debate wm speak highly
of the Secretary-General's report. This is what it
merits. He has clearly i~~ntified for us the problems,
and he has gone farther by pointing c,ut and proposing
a whole series of measures which, if implemented,
would do much to improve the capacity of the United
Nations to keep the peace and to serve as a forum
for negotiations. On behalf of my Government,
I 'warmly endorse his ideas and proposals. In par
ticular, I agree with him when he urges a more sys
tematic use of the Security Council; a more active
approach to conflicts so that it is not left to the judge
ment of the conflicting parties whether or not the
matter should be raised in the Council; a greater use
of fact-finding missions and missions of good offices;
and a greater use by the Secretary-General himself
of his power under Article 99 of the Charter to bring
issues to the attention of the Security Council. These,
and the many other useful ideas in the' Secretary
General's report, should in our view be considered at
a meeting of the Security Council held at high political
level, as the Secretary-General has also proposed.
From such a meeting could emerge an improvement
in procedures and, far more important, a new sense of
commitment.

14. Those are only some among the many wise ideas
which the Secretary-General has put forward. It is
most important that he has invited us to debate, and
to think out seriously with him what needs to be done.
I think that we owe it to him not .simply to speak
warmly of his report or of some of his ideas and
then leave it stand as just another doc:ument. Rather,
we must each contribute what we can to the debate,
and we must then together ensure that the end result
of all this debate over the coming we'eks will not be
words only but actions which each of us will take,
in so far as it is open to us to do so.

IS. In contributing to this debate on what is needed
to strengthen the United Nations, I want to emphasize
three points which Ireland considers particularly
important at the present time of crisis.

16. First, as I have already said, we need a new and
continuing commitment from every Member State to
strengthen and improve the United Nations system
and make it increasingly relevant and etTective. A
particular commitment will be needed from the great
Powers which are permanent members of the Security
Council and which have a very special roie in the I

system. Ireland, for its part, though it is a small :
country, willingly makes such a commitment. We will
do everything we can to sustain and support the United
Nations. We will work with others in every way open
to us to make it more effective.

17. Secondly, there is a need to carry through this
commitment in practice. That means that wherever
there is a situation of conflict between Member States
all those involved must be ready not only to invoke
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30. The United Nations has over the years played an
important and at times crucial role in the search for a
peace settlement in the Middle East. It has served to
set forth proposals and principles for a settlement; it
has been a forum for negotiations; and it has actively
helped to maintain peace through its peace-keeping
and observation missions. I believe that the United
Nations can and should play a role of similar im
portance in the future. Security Council resolutions 242
(1967) and 338 (1973) have set down fundamental
-even if now incomplete-principles for a settlement.
These principles must be augmented and completed.
The recent joint initiative by France and Egypt in the
Security CounciP provides an opportanity for dis
cussion at the appropriate time on how these prin
ciples ,might be completed. But this elaboration of,
so to sp~ak, a juridical foundation alone will not be
enough.

31. As the Secretary-General stated in his report,
"It is absolutely essential that serious negotiations
on the various aspects of that problem involve all the
parties concerned at the earliest possible time:'
[A/37/1, p. 4.] I urge that careful consideration be
given to two points made by the Secretary-General
concerning a possible role for the Security Council
in this regard. First, the Security Council is the only
place in the world where all the parties concerned,
and particularly Israel and the PLO, at present sit at
the same table. Second, given a will by the parties to
negotiate seriously, it should be possible within the
Security Council to work out procedures and rules,
new if necessary, to govern substantive negotiations.

32. Recent events in the Middle East, in particular
in Lebanon, have focused attention on the peace
keeping role of the United Nations. The development
of peace-keeping is, I believe, one of the most im
portant achievements of the Organization, and it gives
effect in a practical and tangible way to the commit
ment of Member States to the Charter. Peace-keep2ng
activities have increased in scope and significance
over the years and have evolved in response to the
needs of particular situations. Precisely because the
concept of peace-keeping is still evolving, I believe it
is necessary to keep it under review. In the light of
events-in Lebanon in particular, we should determine
where weaknesses exist and decide how they can be
remedied.

33. Ireland's experience in United Nations peace
keeping over the years leads us to draw certain con
clusions, about the circumstances in which it can make
a usefu~ ~ontribution and about the political and prac
tical conditions necessary for peace-keeping to
function effectively. First, peace-keeping operations
are intended to assist in the control of conflict and in
the search for a peaceful solution. It follows that they
are essentially a temporary measure and only o,;"e part
of a peace-making process. Efforts to re§olve the
causes of the conflict must continue. Secondly, peace
keeping nrissions must have the consent of the coun
tries in whose territories they are stationed and the
co-operation of all the parties concenled. This dis
tinguishes peace-keeping' 'from peace-enforcement.
Thirdly, the peace-keeping force must have a clear
and unambiguous mandate. Fourthly, the force must
have freedom of movement throughout the area
assigned to it 9lid must have conditions of adequate
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destruction. Israel has continued its occupation, an
occupation which, I must say in all candour, shows
no sign of ending despite the repeated calls of the
Security Council; despite the stated wishes of the
Government ot Lebanon and, not least, despite
Israel's own claim that it does not coveteven one
inch of Lebanese territory. In the past few weeks, the
situation has deteriorated even further. The occupation
of west Beirut, with the declared objective of main
taining law and order, has brought in its train deeds
that have shocked the world.

25. The Irish Government and people are horrified
at the wanton murder of Palestinian civilians in. the
Shatila and Sabra camps, and we join in condemna
tion of those who perpetrated those dreadful crimes.
The murder of the Palestinian civilians, whoever
carried them out, took place when Israeli forces had.
assumed control of the area, and Israel must accord
ingly carry considerable responsibility.

26. The people of Lebanon have suffered much in
recent years. They must ·be enabled to re-establish
the authority of their central Government. The full
sovereignty J independence and territorial integrity
of Lebanon must be restored. To this end, the Israeli
forces must withdraw immediately from Beirut as a
first step to their complete withdrawal from all
Lebanese territory. Withdrawal by Israel from
Lebanon was unanimously demanded by the Security
Council nearly four months ago. We believe that all
foreign forces whose presence has not been authorized
by the Government of Lebanon should now leave
Lebanon.

Mr. Hollai (Hungary) took the Chair.

27. Lebanon has been a casualty of the wider conflict
of the Middle East, and that conflict remains un
resolved. What is now needed is real progress towards
negotiation aimed at reconciliation of two basic rights:
that of all States, including Israel, to exist within
secure and recognized boundaries; and that of the
Palestinians to self-determination and statehood, if
they so wish.

28. Such reconciliation cannot be achieved through
efforts to suppress or abridge the rights of other
parties. The bloody events of recent months testify
to that reality. The parties should now accept that those
basic rights must be reconciled within the framework
of a comprehensive and negotiated settlement, with
the direct participation of all concerned, including the
Palestine Liberation Organization [PLO], whose role in
representing the Palestinian people we recognize.

29. Despite the events of recent weeks, there is also
encouraging evidence of a new willingness to br.eak
the deadlock which has prevented progress towards
a comprehensive and just solution of the Middle East
pr\lblem. The initiative announced by President
Reagan on 1 September provides a significant oppor
tunity to make progress in the directiorn I. have out
lined. The declaration adopted at the Twelfth Arab
Summit Conference at" Fez [see A/37/696] must also
be regarded as an important and substantive contri~
bution to a 'search for an equitable settlement. And
because both these developments together offer hope
for the future, they deserve the most serious considera
tion by all the parties concerned.
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security for its personnel. Fifthly, United Nations
peace-keeping operations must at all times have the
firm support and backing of the Organization-in
particular of the Security Council and its members
and a. strong and assured financial basis.
34. The events in Lebanon demonstrate the im
po..~ance of these five conditions. It is clear that, in
the case of UNIFIL, these conditions were not
fulfilled. Despite this, UNIFIL played an indiso
pensable part in controlling conflict up to the Israeli
invasion last June. Even now UNIFIL, in its reduced
and limited role, maintains stable conditions in its area
of operations. But this is quite inadequate. If UNIFIL
or other United Nations forces are to play an effective
role in assisting the Goven1.:1ent of Lebanon to restore
full Lebanese sovereignty, independence and terri
torial integrity, the Security Council and the interna
tional community must ensure that the conditions
I have listed already are fully observed.
35. i should like to pay a tribute to the courage and
devotion to duty shown by all those involved in United
Nations peace-keeping operations, particularly in
UNIFIL and UNTSO. Several Member States,
including my own, have suffered through the death
and injury of their soldiers serving under the United
Nations flag in the cause of peace. I extend my
sympathy to the relatives and the comrades of Com
mandant Nestor and the other observers killed. by
mine explosions in Beirut in the past few days.
United Nations peace-keeping forces have shown
resilience and constant courage in the face of very
difficult circumstances. It is for us to show respect
for that courage by acting to bring about effective
conditionS in which they can discharge their vital
task.
36. In the 1960s and 1970s, after years of confronta
tion and cold war, East and West seemed to be edging
towards recognition of their common interest in
avoiding war and in promoting mutually beneficial
co-operation.
37. The situation today is very different. Mutual
suspicion and growing confrontation have replaced
the cautious confidence of the 1960s and early 1970s
and the limited co-operation that had been achieved.
The decline in the political relations between East and
West, particularly between the super-Powers and the
alliances, bas also affected arms control and disarma
ment negotiations. There will now be a further
escalation in the arms race unless urgent and sustained
efforts are made to reach agreement in curren~ nego
tiations.

38. We believe it is necessary to build upon common
interests and to enlarge the areas where conflicting
interests can be reconciled oraccommodated. Dlalogue
between East and West must therefore continue
througb bilateral and multilateral channels. And i~

such a dialogue is to lead to substantive results, all
sides must be willing to act with restraint and realism.

39. On the politic~ level, the crisis of authority in
Poland and the sustained repression of elementary
social and civil rights contrary to the Helsinki Final
ActZ undermine the credibility of detente. As long as
those conditions remain, they will hinder progress on
a wide range of East-West negotiations including, in
particular, the discussions at the Conference. on_

Security and Co-operation in Europe. Likewise, the
Soviet invasion and continuing military occupatton of
Afghanistan must inevitably have a similar adverse
effect.

40. None the less, it must be emphasized that sus
tained efforts at arms control and disarmament are
valid for their own sake. It is indispensable to try to
contain, reduce and ultimately eliminate the threat
posed by the arms race, particularly in nuclear
weapons. It is also necessary in the meantime to
ensure that new weapons and technologies do not
undermine or destabilize the already fragile strategic
relationship. It follows that while the adverse political
climate is bound to complicate existing negotiations,
arms control and disarmament efforts-bilateral,
regional and multilateral-should nevertheless not be
subordinated to the solution of wider political
problems.

41. My Govemment was very disappointed at the
outcome of the recent twelfth special session, the
second special session on disarmament. But we cannot
abandon efforts to achieve realistic goals aimed at
putting an end to the arms race and' reducing arma
ments-both nucleiar and conventional. World opinion,
increasingly concerned about the threat posed by
nuclear weapons, demands that we redouble our
efforts.· My Govemment wiil always support genuine
and realistic arms control and disarmament proposals.

42. The highest priority must be given to nuclear
disarmament in order to halt and reverse the ceaseless
build-up of nuclear arms. It is our earnest hope that
the ilegotiations between the Soviet Union and the
United States on intermediate and strategic weapons
will reach an early and succe~sful conclusion.

43. I should like to reiterate the proposal for an
agreement on a moratorium on the introduction of
any further strategic nuclear weapons or delivery
vehicles, proposed by the Prime Minister of Ireland,
Mr. Haughey, during the twelfth special session
[8th meetingl. The moratorium would be for an initial
period of two years but would be renewable by mutual
consent. An agreement along these lines would,
I believe, be a significant step towards the restora
tion of confidence.

44. A comprehensive test-ban treaty, or at the very
least a moratorium on all nuclear tests, remains an
urgent necessity. An end to testing would slow down
the rate of qualitative improvement of nuclear
weapons and would be a valuable contribution by
nuclear States to stopping the spread of nuclear
weapons.

45. There are, of course, many other areas in which
progress must be made. I would highlight in particular
the' need for a chemical weapons convention, the
banning of all weapons from outer space and progress
on conventional disarmament.

46. If the outlook elsewhere is more sombre and
troubling than it was a year ago, tb~ prospect for
Namibia seems more hopeful._The Irisil Govemment
is concemed that the momentum of the negotiations
to implement the' United Nations plan for Namibian
independence should not be lost. Ireland has fully
supported the efforts of the Secretary-General, the
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this year was an unnecessary conflict. We very much
deplore the use of force contrary to the principles of
the Charter, the failure to comply with Security
Council resolution 502 (1982) and the fact that a peace
ful solution offered throu~h the United Nations did
not prove possible. It is our hope that the parties will
be able actively to pursue a peaceful settlement of
their continuing dispute.
54. The Irish Government and people are also con
cerned at the instability, the violence and the viola
tions of human rights in Central America. We are
convinced that it is necessary to remedy the under
lying economic and social causes of tension in the
.area, to end all foreign interference and to seek
political solutions to conflicts in the area through
dialogue and negotiations.
55. Thert~ is a growing acceptance that ,the interna..
tional community has a responsibility for the remedy
ofserious human rights abuses. I welcome the personal
commitment repeatedly expressed by the new Secre
tary-General to the human rights programme of the
United Nations and his efforts to strengthen the Secre
~ariat in that field.
56. It is necessary for continued progress that inves
tigations of human rights abuses should be seen to be
fair. It is also important that States concerned in
investigations should co-operate with the S~retary

General or other appointed persons in the implementa
tion ·of our decisions, bearing in mind the primary
responsibility of States to ensure that. human rights
are respected within their own areas ofjurisdiction.
57. The Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms
.ofIntolerance and ofDiscrimination Based on Religion
or Belief, adopted last year by the General Assembly
[resolution 36/55] is an important addition to the
several human rights instruments adopted since
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.
Ireland believes that further steps should be taken to
draw the attention of the peoples of the world to this
Declaration.
58. In the historical perspective, we have indeed
seen considerable progress in the area ofhuman rights. "
But serious violations of human rights in many parts
of the world continue to affront our sense of the value
of the human person. Massacres of large numbers
of innocent civilians have taken place recently in
Lebanon, Guatemala and El Salvador.

59. There are other countries where we have less
certain knowledge of such appalling violations of the
right to life but where there is reason to believe that
such violations do indeed take place. There are still
other areas where civil and political rights are su~

pressed sporadically or even on 8, systc:matic basis.
Abuses of human rights, such as disappearances,
are a most troubling recent feature.

60. A general report by the Secretary-General on
the international human rights situation to the As
sembly at regular intervals could help the international
community to recognize at an early stage the emer
gence of a pattern of such abuses and thus· to take
effective action against them.

61. The world at present has major problems in the
economic field. Ofparticular importance is the problem
tlf -development, which is at once a pDlitical and an

If ','"tft till

contact group of five 'Western States, the front-line
States and the South West Aflica People's Organiza
tion [SWAPO] to secure implementation now. In our
view, any further delay will endanger the prospects
for a peaceful settlement. It is vital that the Assembly
at this session focus its efforts on assisting the Secre
tary-General to bring about a settlement.
47. Throughout the long history of the effort to help
the people of Namibia win freedom and live in peace,
it has been clear ihat a settlement through negotiation
is possible only if there is a sincere desire on the part
of all concerned to achieve this. The implementation
of the United Nations plan based on Security Council
resolutions 385 (1976) and 435 (1978) would enable the
international community to discharge its unique
responsibility for Namibia and to demonstrate that
the machinery of the United Nations can be used
effectively to resolve a major international issue.
48. The United Nations plan does not and, indeed,
cannot contain a blueprint for the future relations of
all the States of southern Africa and it will not resolve
all the issues in the regkll. But its implementation
would be an important step in that direction. If South
Africa now obstructs its implementation, thereby
preventing a peaceful conclusion to the decolonization
process in §outhern Africa, it will bear a heavy
responsibility for the conflict and suffering which may
follow.

49. At the root of the dangerous and tragic situation
in southern Africa today is the policy of apartheid
pursued by South Africa. Ttis system of institu
tionalized racial discrimination is unique and is rightly
the object of universal condemnation.

50. Ireland condem~s South Africa's apartheid
system unreservedly and we are committed to opposing
it strongly and actively, working in concert with the
international community. The pass laws, banning and
detention regulations all continue to result in intense
human suffering. This year, when Nelson Mandela
will have spent 20 years in gaol, we are particularly
concerned at the plight of political prisoners, including
those members of the African Nation81 Congress
who are currently under sentence of death. We urge
the South African Government to commute those
sentences.

51. There is some evidence of increased debate
among the white community in South Africa-for
example, in the search for new constitutional struc
tures. Unfortunately, this does not address the core
of the problem or the basic framework of the apart
heid system. The crisis that South Africa faces is now
so deep that only a radical new approach can avert
a further descent into violence.

52. In set:kmg to divert attention from its internal
problems, it seems that South Africa may be en
deavouring to destabilize neighbouring States. We
view with the utmost concern any actions having that
objectiv~. We will continue to support the efforts of
the front-line States to consolidate their hard-won
independence.

53. Over the past year, conflicts in Latin America
were also a matter of concern to the interriational
community. In the view of my Government, the armed
conflict over the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) earlier
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economIc Issue. Because of this and because of its
universal nature the United Nations has a vital role to
play in the North-South dialogue. Ther.e is an urgent
need to promote the changes necessary to redress the
structural imbalances in the world economy and to
accelerate the rate of growth in developing countries.
62. The economic difficulties facing all countries
remain serious and are likely to continue for some
time. Large fiscal deficits, concern about inflation
and tight monetary policies have raised real interest
rates in the industrialized countries to unprecedented
levels. These measures have far-reaching conse
quences, depressing the export earnings of hard
pressed developing nations and curtailing their already
low growth rates. Low-income countries have been
particularly hard hit by the recession in the indus
tr~alized countries. Poverty, malnutrition, disease and
illiteracy remain daily realities for the vast majority
of the world's population.
63. Ireland fully supports the central role that the
United Nations system has to play in any realistic
programme for global recovery. In particular, we urge
that the challenge of furthering and deepening the
relationship between developed and developing nations
be met by the early launching of global negotiations.
We believe that the industrialized nations must now
do everything possible to ensure that a new and
effective dialogue with the developing countries gets
under way.
64. In the longer term we look to the sixth session
of UNCTAD in JUOf~ of next year to improve under
standing of the real problems of developed and devel
oping countries, to promote the revival of the interna
tional economy and to give a new impetus to the
progress of developil g countries.
65. I am pleased that the lengthy work of the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea has
been concluded with the adoption by the overwhelming
majority of the States represented here of the text of
the Convention on the law of the sea.3 It is indeed
an achievement of which the United Nations can be
justly proud. Our task, however, is not finished. The
adoption of the Convention is only the first step in
the process of, giving to the provisions of the Con
vention so painstakingly negotiated the status of
generally accepted guiding rules for the orderly use of
the seas and their resources. In the course of the
negotiations it was CGk1stantly stressed by all the parties
involved that the Convention is a carefully balanced
package which should not be the subject of piecemeal
acceptance by States.

66. We must now ensure that the integrity of this .
comprehensive Convention is maintained. We must
also ensure that the new international body which it
established, the International Sea-Bed Authority, can
begin to function at an early stage. It is the hope of
my Government that such will be the support for the I

Convention that the Preparatory Commission for the .
International Sea-Bed Authority and for the Interna
tional Tribunal for the Law of the Sea can be convened
quickly, to facilitate the smooth functioning of the
Convention and the effective operation of the bodies
which it establishes.

67. I therefore urge all Member States to support the
Convention and endorse its provisions by signing it

at the earliest possible time. It is the intention of the
Irish Government to do so.
68. I would like now to turn to a particular difficulty
which we face in Ireland and in relation to which I ask
for your sympathy and your understanding. I refer to
the Northern Ireland situation.
69. I do not need to dwell on the tragic effects of the
continuing unrest in Northern Ireland. Since the out
breack some 12 years ago of the present cycle of
violence, up to 2,400 people have been killed and over
25,000 people have suffered serious injury. The
destruction of property has amounted to hundreds
of millions of pounds.
70. The economy of Northern Ireland has suffered
heavily and remains in decline. Among the worst
effects, however, has been the damage to the social
fabric of' society. A new generath ,1 is now growing
up in Northern Ireland in conditions in which violence
and confrontation, hatred and division, form part of
the pattern of everyday life.
71. Nor has the burden of the unrest been confined
to the six countries of Northern Ireland alone. Death
and destruction have taken place in Britain, and 'in
financial terms the cost to Britain has been a heavy
one. We in the rest of Ireland have also suffered
death and destruction, and the Northern Ireland situa
tion has involved for us an additional expenditure of
over 100 million pounds each year on maintaining
security.

72. Common sense should compel us all, if only on
the ground of our mutual interests, to seek a just and
a lasting settlement of this intolerable situation, a
settlement which, if it is to be effective, must take into
account the fundamental nature of the problem. The
Irish Government, for its part, ha§ declared this task
to be its first political priority.

73. The roots of the problem lie in a complex of
historical circumstances in which social, religious,
economic and political factors have all played their
part. We believe, however, that in any objective
analysis of the problem one factor emerges clearly
and inescapably: the constitutional arrangements
made in the 1920s have failed to provide a just and
workable basis for peace and stability in Northern
Ireland.

74. The experiment of partitioning Ireland has
obviously failed. The consequences of that failure
include the tension in Northern Ireland which has
erupted into violence in almost every decade since the
island of Ireland was divided. The development of the
full economic, political and social potential of the
island as a whole has been slowed down as a result
of partition. Barriers have been erected where none
should exist; the small island of Ireland has an artificial
political division, and whithin Northern Ireland itself
a community of one and a half million people is
split by dissension that is irrelevant to the demands of
today.

75. The Irish Government, on whose behalf I address
you today, seeks to remove all barriers and divisions
within Ireland. We seek to do so only through peaceful
means. We condemn utterly and reject totally violence
and terrorist activity no matter what its source: The
atrocities committed by men and women of violence
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1958. By this gesture we wanted first of all to demon
strate the importance which the President of the
French Republic attaches to the Organization.
83. For more than a century the body of ideas of
which we are the heirs has been concerned with
promoting intemati"nalism as one of the forms of
solidarity. For us, this solidarity must be both an ethic
and a principle of action. Just as in France we are
offering companies and workers "contracts of
solidarity" to fight unemployment, so the international
community could. turn to "contracts of solidarity"
amon~ countries to fight underdevelopment.

84. The head of the Uovemment of France is present
today at this rostrum precisely to emphasize the
imperative need for solidarity, which we belfeve is
the best way to achieve peace. France wishes in·this
way to demonstrate its confidence in the United
Nations and in the capacity of the Organization to
revert to its original mission, namely, the maintenance
of peace. The Assembly is in effect the only one in
which all States meet on an equal footing. I should
like at once to stress this conviction, at a time when
France, in response to an emergency situation, is
contributing actively to a multinational force requested
by the Security Council but not constituted according
to our customary procedures, which, unfortunately,
are too slow.

85. I should like to descrine to the Assembly the state
of the world as I see it today and to analyse the
causes of our present difficulties. Then, in the second
part of my address, I will outline the responses that
France proposes. .

86. What, then, is the present state of the world?
Wherever we look we see nothing but disorder and
confusion. Since the creation of the Organization
biood has been spilled in some 120 conflicts on this
planet, and' in the past two years we have seen the
dangers grow and multiply. No continent has been
spared. Localized conflicts, declared or potential,
are increasing and represent a permanent threat to
regional balances. Old conflicts are being perpetuated.
States are invaded; others are torn apart.

87. This year the absurd war in the South Atlantic
was added to the list. This showed once again in
striking fashion that the use of force is never a per
manent solution to a quarrel.

88. In the Middle East also, the world has had to
recognize once again the futility of military operations.
Only death and suffering profit by it while the basic
issue remains unaffected. A people is still condemned
to a life of wandering. And once the wheels of the
military machine were set in motion this led to the
hideous massacres of civilians which the international
communaty has been unanimous in condemning.

89. In Eastern Europe, in a Poland occupied by its
own army" we see a courageous people prevented from
choosing the paths of liberty.

90. In Central America conflicts are becoming more
widespread and redoubling in intensity. How could it
be otherwise when peoples are denied the elementary
right to shape their own futures?

91. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
recognizes the right to rise up against oppression.
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on all sides are inherently evil. They are also ultimately
futile and counterproductive as a means of promoting
political change. They serve only to increase bitterness,
to deepen intransigent attitudes and above all to post
pone the day of settlement. The road to peace lies
only in the removal of barriers and -in the coming
together of all the Irish traditions.
76. We believe that the way forward is for the two
Governments-the Government of Ireland and the
British Government-to work together to this end.
Two years ago we moved in that direction when both
our Governments accepted, in the context of the
Northern Ireland situation, the need to bring forward
policies to achieve peace, reconciliation and stability
and to improve relations between our two countries.
This development and the subsequent prngress in
identifying concrete areas of co-operation wtae widely
welcomed as holding out the hope ofa new and positive
relations~ip between our two countries, breaking
down barriers and creating a dialogue of understanding
and good will in which the Northern Ireland problem
could be effectively tackled.

77. We shall persist in our efforts to win widespread
support for our policy which we are convinced offers
the only prospect of an effective long-term solution.
Our objective is to bring about the emergence in
Ireland of agreed political structures which will
accommodate the different but complementary Irish
traditions.

78. We ask Britain to join with us in working towards
the achievement of that objective and, in doing so,
remove the last barrier to the development of normal
relations between the peoples of the two islands. And
we ask ail Governments represented here today to
assist us on the difficult road towards reconciliation,
peace and stability.

79. The PRESIDENT: I have great pleasure in
welcoming Mr. Pierre Mauroy, Prime Minister of the
French Republic and inviting him to' address the
General Assembly.

80. Mr. MAUROY (France) (interpretation from
French): Permit me, Sir, on behalfofthe French delega
tion to congratulate you, Sir, on your election to the
presidency of the Assembly. Your experience of
international life acquired in the high offices you have
held together with your thorough knowledge of the
United Nations are assuredly a guarantee that the
work of the Assembly will be conducted with all the
necessary authority and efficiency.

81. I should also like to pay a tribute to the Secre
tary-General. I had the pleasure of welcoming him
recently in France and I have excellent memories of
that first meeting. I found in it confirmation of the
qualities which he has constantly demonstrated in the
exercise of his functions. The French delegation would
like to express its gratitude to him for the dedication
he has shown in carrying out his duties in the past
10 months. Our gratitude naturally extends to all
the members of the Secretariat, with whose work we
are familiar and whose competence we appreciate.

82. The presence of the Prime Minister of France
in the Assembly is, I know, unusual. I am the first
French head of Government to come to this rostrum
since the founding of the Fifth French Republic in
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I was myself nurtured in this noble tradition and
would be the last to forget it.
92. Such events are all factors making for imbalance
and insecurity.
93. At the same time, the economic crisis is assuming
planetary proportions. The length of time it has lasted
has become a new factor for disarray which tends to
increase its ravages. One after another, countries~

even stable and developed countries, have found
themsleves in financial straits.
94. For 18 months now the recession has hit the
industrialized countries hard. Production is stagnant
or is falling back; unemployment is rapidly increasing,
at times achieving levels comparable to those during
the Great Depression of 1929. I make that point with
particular seriousness because in this context France,
together with Japan, is the country which has been
able to maintain a positive rate of growth.
95. Certain precarious balances which had been main
tained hitherto are beginning to crumble; one after
another industries are going bankrupt; budgetary and
trade deficits are increasing. The development of the
third world has now been halted. Per capita income in
many countries is percept~bly diminishing. The least
advanced countries are suffering particularly from a
reduction in public aid programmes for development.
The problems of hunger today are even more dis
tressing than they were a decade ago. How many coun
tries are at the mercy ofa climatic or financial accident
which might threaten their very existence?
96. All these disorders have the effect of increasing
even further the inequalities between the industrialized
States and the majority of the others. I would add that
in many counttl0S the crisis is widening the gap
between different social categories, between those
which have some reserves in order to face up to the
hardships of the times and those which do not possess
those reserves.

97. 'lIe are thus witnessing a world decline which is
promoting self-centredness and mounting violence,
of which terrorism is one of" the most despicable
manifestations. Every possible pretext has been used
to justify this violence: security, ideologies and
sometimes simply vengeance. The rights of States
and of peoples have too often been flouted for this
reason. France sees in that some disturbing signs of
mankind slipping backwards towards a situation where
might prevails over right.

98. That then is the state of the world.

99. For France, current difficulties derive essentially
from three factors: the interplay of the two great
Powers; the rise ofnational self-centredness; and over
armament.

100. Let us talk now of the first factor, the interplayl
of the two great Powers. For years now the world has:
lived with the illusion that peace-loving coexistence
between two great Powers served to reduce sources of
tension. This illusion has now been dispelled.

101. The progress of education~particularly over the
last 20 years, developments in science and technology
which they promoted, have stimulated the aspirations
of men to freedom and justice and the aspirations of
peoples to national identity and of nations to inde-

pendence. The Organization is the living expression
of that, because I would point out that the number of
its Members has tripled in 20 years. It is that diversity,
that vast planetary change, that teeming burgeoning of
life, to which the two great Powers have not been able
to respond. They have striven to perpetuate a wide
spread policy of blocs which is no longer in keeping
with the state of the world today.
102. This persistent temptation to defend or expand
their spheres of influence, to deal with world problems
through the distorting prism of their own interests,
and to transform into East-West confrontation internal
tension in States or disputes between neighbouring
countries, has been a constant factor for destabi
lization. Innumerable pressures of all sorts, from
military manceuvres to financial penalties, have been
brought into play against peoples who want to have
their independence respected. Third worid countries
are the very first to suffer from this rivalry, but the
industrialized nations are nevertheless not free from
its consequences, even if it takes a different form in
the East and West.

103. In the West, one of the great Powers has been
using, for the benefit of its national interests, the
dislocation of the international monetary system. It
has been laying down its budgetary and monetary
policy without concerning itself about the conse
quences which may result for other countries.

104. In the East, the other great Power has been
continuing to employ, directly or indirectly, military
force to thwart the wish of the peoples of the world
to be masters of their own destiny.

105. This blindness on the part of the two .great
Powers is without any doubt one of the m~or causes
of the disorders troubling the world today. I say that
as I think of the great American and Soviet peoples
with which the French for centuries have maintained
ties of friendship. I say that because France is a
member of an alliance to which it intends to remain
loyal.

106. Faithful to its commitments, France never
theless desires the gradual disappearance of military
blocs. It wants entirely free countries to express their
initiatives freely.

107. There exist, it is true, other forms ofdomination,
sometimes crude censorship which strives to crush the
powers of creation. There are also modem tech
nologies-which, together with economic power,
make it possible to control the human mind. Let us
beware of that. Reactions can it fact be extremely
violent when one otTends the culture of peoples at
their deepest roots, and when one does violence to
their cons~ience.

108. .The second factor explaining the dift"lCulties
through which the world is going is the rise of national
self-centredness. Since intemationaleconomic rela
tions can and will be adapted to the law of "might
is right", it is inevitable that we should be witnessing
a return of policies which are more or less protec
tionist. I urge those who deplore this in defence of the
rules ofthe market-place to be good enough to consider
that they have in fact contributed to the destruction
of these regulating mechanisms by imposing the
law of the jungle.
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109. This rise in national self-centredness has become
an additional curb on international trade and has thus
contributed to prolonging and fueling the crisis.
Furthermore, and this is even more serious, it under
mines regional groupings which have been functioning
for two or three decades now. The process of integra
tion of the European Community has thus been halted,
and the same is true of the Americas and Asia.
J10. Behind the fa~ade ofinternational meetings, and
a co-operation which has never in history bee:! so
widely developed as today, the Community which we
make up seems in fact to be breaking up, to be
fragmented, and gradually to be falling back on each
of its national entities.

111. It woul4 be particularly serious if, on the pre
text of an economic crisis, the indu:trialized countries
were to oppose the emergence of new industrial
centres in the third world countries. They must adapt
to this new reality, even at the cost of sometimes
painful conversions.

112. However, this industrialization of the third
world cannot be limited to forms of dumping based on
uncontrolled exploitation of cheap labour. It cannot
be considered simply in terms of the profit accruing
to multinational corporations which take advantage of.
the disorder in the world to impose their own laws.
The inevitable mutation must be con~rolled.

113. The future of the world will be based largely
on the independence of our economies. Yet the
increasing number of divergences grows in proportion
to the increasing articulation of policies arising solely
from national interest. Thus multUateral institutions,
the privileged instruments of international· co
operation, no longer seem sufficient to enable us to
overcome today's crises.

114. The third factor which explains the disarray in
the world today is over-armament. All States have a
right to security and an independent system ofdefence.
This is in fact the policy that France applies for
itself. Still, we are convinced that the build-up of
arms is a serious source of danger to peace and
security in the world. The General Assembly itself,
meeting in special session a few weeks ago to c('nsider
possibilities of disarmament, made the distressing
observation that more than ever before in history the
arms race is proceeding at a frantic pace.

liS. This situation stems from the two factors that
I have just analysed: the action of the super-Powers
and self-centredness on the part of nations. The ten
sion to which these factors give rise is only worsening
in a world where the rule is determined by power
relationships. Our States have a duty to respond to
the questions and sometimes the anxieties which
result from this among peoples and which are reflected,
for example in Europe, by the development ofa current
of pacificism. Our States have a duty to show that a
path to genuine arms reduction can be opened. This
is the urgent obligation incumbent on our Govern
menis today, particularly on those which alone
possess the bulk of the world's military arsenal.

116. Now, in face of the great Powers' nuclear over
L1rmament, the build-up' of conventional forces in
Europe and the arms race raging in the third world,
negotiations are not advancing. Before we can turn to
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serious talk of the general and verifiable disarmament
that is our goal, we must first challenge the over
armament.
117. France is disturbed to find a growing imbalance
between the requirements of peace and development,
on the one hand, and the policies actually being
pursued in the world, on the other. "
118. If I have felt it necessary to make this assess-.
ment and to give our analyses of the situation an
behalf of France, it is not in order to give in to any
sort of pessimism or to throw up my arms at the
enormo~snessof the task before us~ We can overcome
the crisis, but we must have the will to do so and
not allow ourselves to be taken in by delusions. The
world must get back on the road to growth and peace.
119. First of all, th~ search for peace. :france, speaks
and acts' on"a""'6asis that 'is .clear and unchanging:
one method, negotiation; one goal, political solutions
in respect for the rights of peoples.
120. This was already the sense of the Franco
Mexican Declaration4 with regard to El Salvador. It
called for mutual recognition on the part of the
adversaries.
121. This political approach on France's part applies
to all crises in which one or the other of the two great
Powers is directly involved.
122. In the case of Mghanistan, France reaffirms
its support for any political solution leading to the with
drawal of the foreign forces; it calls for respect for
the right to self-determination on the part of the
Afghan people and the guarantee of the non-alignment
or even the neutrality of that country.. .
123. In Poland we fervently desire an end to the
state ofsiege and the liberation ofthe internees-neces
sary conditions for the resumption of a genuine
dialogue between the segments of Polish society.
124. In Central America the principles France
expresses are as follows: political settlement of inter
nal or external conflicts; regional guarantees of
security and non-interference; absolute respect for the
sovereignty of States, which means the right of
peoples freely to determine the forms of their eco
nomic and social devel~pment.
125. This approach is also the basis for our pro
posals in two regiona~ conflicts that are of course of
long standing, but the fact that they still persist is
particul~rly alarl1)!~~.

126. I refer first of all to the question of Namibia.
The contact group has proposed a plan of action that
has enabled considerable progress to be made con
cerning constitutional principles and the transition
period" Currently, negotiations are stalled precisely
because certain conditions are inconsistent with the
general principles we. uphold and because they fall
solely within the ambit of Angolan sovereignty.
France for its part will continue to support- the three-.
stage plan while at the same time cor:temning any
strategy that would destabilize the region and refusing
to establish any link with external considerations.

127. My second example concerns the Middle East.
I believe that the tragic events of recent days have
clearly demonstrated that the positions France has
supported since the beginning of hostilities are sound.
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How much time would have been gained and now
many lives spared "if our voice had been heeded.
128. I would, to refresh the memory of the members
of the Assembly, just recall the principles so often set
forth in this very Hall by France's representatives,
and in particular by our Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Cheysson, namely, security for Israe' and for all
the Arab States in the region, on the one hand, and
the right to self-determination for .the Palestinian
people, on the other. Moreover, any settlement quite
obviously presupposes the mutual recognition of the
States and political forces in the region.
129. France has done every'-" g possible to halt the
hostilities and to prevent the tr"gedy. As far back as
28 July, in agreement with Egypt, we submitted to the
Security Council a draft resolution.· We hoped for and
proposed the intenren.tion of United Nations forces. In
the past few days, we have once again assumed
our responsibilities.
130. We note that many States, among them some of
the most important, have agreed with our ana.'ysis of
the situation. We also note that the Twelfth Arab
Summit Conference at Fez expressed a view we·
believe to be positive.
131. In the case of Lebanon, the invasion of which
was condemned by France, we will continue to work
to see Lebanon's sovereignty, unity and territorial
integrity restored and respected.
132. I should also like to say a word about disarma
ment. Our position is based on two simple ideas which,
I believe, have the merit of realism: a balance of
forces and verifiable monitoring of the reduction of
arms stockpiles. This is the basis upon which we
approve the current negotiations and on which we
favour completion of regional security agreements
and arms limitation agreements.

133. But the return to a peaceful climate is possible
only if, at the same time, we give ourselves the means
to overcome the economic crisis. What is this crisis,
in fact? It is not an unforeseeable natural catastrophe
that has suddenly descended on us. It is only that our
system of economic relations and production has gon~
wrong. It is a period of change between two stai:'s
of the world, between two technological phases. That
change, if not controlled, may take place in the worst
possible conditions, even generating armed conflicts.
If it is controlled, however, that is to say if it is
intellectually controlled, it may very well provide the
opportunity for decisive progress for the community
of nations.

134. We should first of all reject false solutions
which, on the pretext of rigour or realism, call for
adjustments at the lowest level of production, that is,
adjustments that prolong the crisis. This would truly
mean giving up.

I

135. The new conditions in the world economy caU
for a considerable effort of adjgstment within each
economy. 'France in no way challenges the need for
this and has committed itself with determination to
this course. These actions must be pursued within a
context that is particularly difficult for all. I would
note that the countries of the thir~ world have obtained
significant results in this respect. But 'Ve must avoid a
generalization of restrictive policies that would com-

promise the benefits to be obtained from each country
internally. And we must see that such policies do not
draw them all into a deflationary spiral.

136. Economically there exists among us today a
profound solidarity. Whether we like it or not, no one
is spared the effects of the daily economic decisions
of the international community, and our own deci
sions, in turn, cross frontiers. New economic policies,
largely based on a monetarist credo and on a lessening
of government influence, promise both long-lasting
control of inflation and the rapid resumption of sound
growth. Everyone today is aware of the limitations of
these policies which have led to massive budgetary
deficits, the maintenance of excessive real interest
rates and persisting stagnation. The absence of inter
vention in financial markets explains. the persistence
of erratic variations in rates of exchange.

137. France, with several of its partners, has emphat
ically criticized these policies for their serious conse
quences for the world economy, particularly the
economies of the developing countries.

138. The fragile foundations upon which we have
built our economies are beginning to give way. 'In
order to halt the process, it is indispensable that action
on the domestic front be coupled with ,active explora
tion on the international front of ways of promoting a
general return to growth and prosperity. Each of us
should contribute to the attainment of these goals
according to his means. This is the tenor of the reso
lution adoyted at the Versailles Economic Summit
by the seven most highly industrialized countries,
which were meeting on the invitation of President
Mitterrand.

139. If we are to succeed in this, we must reaffirm
our solidarity and use all the resources available to
us. The progress of technology and the satisfaction
of the needs of the most disadvantaged ,among the
world population, constitute an enormous potential,
the mobilization of which could give new momentum
to the world economy. Recession is not inevitable;
it can be overcome by collective, clear-sighted,
integrated action.

140. This is the proper perspective in which to see
North-South relati«:ms. The growth of North-South
interdependence has so far been uncontrolled. It has
helped to extend and aggravate the crisis. The time has
come to e~tablish true collective management of this
interdependence of equal partners. The time has come
to make it the instrument of the return to growth and
development for all. The time has'come to work for
true international economic solidarity. This is basically
what is at stake today in the North-South dialogue.
This is the meaning of the appeal made by the Presi
dent of the French Republic at Cancun in October
1981.

141. How can we fail in the circumstances not to
be disappOinted and concerned that these discussions
are now deadlocked? The proposed global negotia
tions, so keenly sought by France are at a standstill.
Yet the viewpoints differ little. I see an illustration
of this in the immediate results it was possible to
achieve in Toronto with regard to the specialized
agencies. France attaches great importance .to this
and welcomes the resulting agreement on financing
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the International Development Association [IDA] in
1984 and on the creation of a special fund. .
142. I am sure that with a little good will the global
negotiations could get under way very quickly. This
would represent a decisive achievement for the thirty
seventh session of the General Assembly. It is clear
to us all that the present circumstances make it neces..
sary that steps be taken forthwith. You, Mr. Secretary
General, spoke of these in your statement at the
Ist meeting of the Economic and Social Council in
1982. We must ensure sustained expansion of the
world economy in a climate of stable exchange rates
and stable prices for raw materials and manufactured
products.
143. We must also try to reduce hunger in the world
and make it possible for countries which have not yet
done so to reach a threshold of food self-:suffic~~ncy.

144. I lay particular s.tress on official development
aid. This is undoubtedly the only. hope for the poorest
countries. Despite our serious budgetary constraints
France is continuing its own efforts. From 1980 to
1982 the amount devoted tp official development aid
has risen from 0.36 to 0.48 per cent of the gross
national product and it will reach 0.52 per cent in·
1983. We are speaking only of aid to independent
countries. Our goal is still to reach 0.7 per cent in
1988. The least developed countries will receive
0.15 per cent of our gross national product with effect
from 1985, in accordance with the commitment we
entered into in September last year at the United
Nations Conference on the Least Developed Coun':'
tries, held in Paris.
145. France hopes that most countries will undertake
similar action and join France in its efforts to guaran
tee IDA resources in the period from I~B5 to 1987.

146. In addition to financial and technical measures,
in addition to the reinvigoration of the activities of the
organized international community, France intends to
work towards the constl1Jction of a world based on
right, not might. From this standpoint we advocate the
right to difference, for we know thatcultu..e is not
monolithic. There are no hierarchical links between
the Confucian, Christian and Hindu philosophies. The
universe is rich, above all, because of its diversity.
Let us therefore respect the struggles of those who
want to achieve dignity and freedom, because peoples
exist when they have. a history; a culture, and a
willingness to live together. The international com
munity must recognize their rights.

147. We are convinced that in affirming the right to
difference we affirm the right to life and to develop
ment. Economic crises are all too often accompanied
by a crisis of identity, a cultural crisis. This leads to
resignation and a fatalistic surrender to destiny. It
seems, unfortunately, that there exists a link between
the .duliing of our intellectual capaciti~s and the
worsening of the crisis. We must heed the forces of
the spirit and of creativity. We must pay a tribute to
and help those who have within them a strong
determination to assert that we will emerge from this
situation. This is our sole purpose, in France, in giving
absolute priority to research and culture. A society
that does not create, that does no~ call upon the
resources of the will and the intellect, is a moribund
society. 1-

148. This conviction has also guided ~rance's deter"
inination to contribute to the .proJ1.1otion of individual
and collective human rights. In this France remains
faithful to its vocation and its history. This means
that our foremost conc'ern is to respect the principles
ofnational sovereignty and non-interference in internal
affairs in relations between States and that we must
not lose sight of the fact that the Charter of the United
Nations confers a universal character on human rights.

149. The Charter must remain the hope of the
oppressed. It ·recognizes the right if not the duty of
the organized internationalcommunity to concern itself
with the way in which each State acquits itself of its
obligations towards its own nationals. In this spirit
France has recently recognized on the regional level
the right of individual· recourse provided for in. the.
European ~~nvention. on Human Rights. Simil3;l'ly
we have just recognized the right laid down in arti
cle 14 of the International Convention on the Elimina
tion. of All Forms of Racial .Discrimination [resolu-
tion 2106 A (XX)]. .

150. But we believe that in this field co-operation
with the States concerned should be encouraged. In
our view this alone Justifies the limitations which
the universality of human rights imposes upon _the
principle of non-interference.

.. . ~

151. Similarly this indispensable co-operation is the
only guarantee for the States concerned that interna
tional supervision, a peaceful and hu~anitarian act,
can never be conceived of as an unfriendly 'act. Full
enjoyment of all human rights presupposes an eco
nomic balance, which itself depends on a certain con
ception of development. It is in this spirit that within
the United Nations France is taking an active part in
the preparation of a draft declaration on the right to
development.

152. We' welcome the increase in regional super
vision. Europe, with the Commission and the Court
at Strasbourg, is no longer acting alone in the regional
protection of human rights, as is shown bythe at'Qwing
role played by the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights on the American continent. Similarly
we should stress. the progress achieved in Africa with
the proclamation of the African Charter of Human
and people's Rights.

153. This development has', furthermore, made it
possible to develop global protection of the right to
self-determination by taking internal' situations into
account, due consideration being given to the juridical
identity of each particular region.

154. We want to make this point categorically: the:
freedom of a People--even once it has become inde
pendent-to decide on its own future with the par
ticipation of all is essential for the safeguarding of
human rights in the world.

•
155. The United Nations is not only the most im-
portant meeting place in the world of which the As
sembly is the living symbol; it is also a formidable
instrument that has been considerably enriched since
its foundation. The creation of an impressive number
of specialized agencies has made it possible to work
in all areas· to achieve the objectives set ~orth I~ the
~amble to the ~harter.
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156. We must therefore make these instruments
effective. It ,is .a question of imagination and will.
• should like in this connection to thank the Secretary
General for the remarkable report he has presented to
us. In breaking with a well-established tradition, he
has gone out of his way to focus attention on the
capacity of the Organization to maintain peace and to
strengthen the system of collective security which,
unfortunately, we can only note has not been success
ful. Mr. Secretary-General, you have made concrete
suggestions in this regard, and by and large we sub
scribe to them. Your proposals are in fact very much
in keeping with the constant concerns of France.
157. We endorse your desire to make the Organiza
tion, and the Security Council in particular, a forum
for negotiations once again. We favour a revision
of United Nations practices and procedures, which
you have recommended. Like you we should like to
see the Organization act more rapidly and more
effectively. To that end we are ready to contribute to
the necessary strengthening of peace-keeping opera
tions. In fact France has demonstrated this very point
today in Lebanon.

158. The imperative need for solidarity calls also for
a massive consolidation of the international financial
system. This can be achieved through the following
means: a very substantial increase in the size and
resources of the International Monetary Fund [IMF]
to enable it to assume its role of supporting countries
caught in the grip of financial difficulties and recover
its fundamental role of monitoring monetary policies
and rates of exchange; systematic intervention by the
Bank for International Settlements in the solution of
financial crises; early implementation, within the
framework of UNCTAD, of the Common Fund for
Commodities, accompanied by renewed efforts aimed
at reaching commodity agreements together with
effective mean for the stabilization of prices; estab
lishment of an energy affiliate of the World Bank
or some other comparable system so as to have avail
able an instrument appropriate to the size of the energy
investments the developing countries will have to make
in the course Qf the coming decade.

159. There must be progress on all these subjects in
the various bodies where they are being discussed.
It is essential to seize every opportunity for dialogue
and meetings in order to restore the proper signifi
cance to the multilateral inst~tutions existing in the
economic and political field and make them fully
functional and useful.

160. It is imperative to promote the spirit of interna
tional co-operation, which alone can enable us
together to return to the path to development and
prosperity and, ultimately~ peace. This strengthening
of inteniational institutions thus calls for the drafting
of a new and better balanced code of law. The work
ofcodification, which has been going on for more than
30 years, has certainly shown progress. But we must
take into account the profound changes that the
international community has experienced as an
organized. entity. We must therefore forge new
instruments.

161. There is one specific area that illustrates this
determination: the law of the sea. La~~ April practically
all the Members of the Organization adopted a con-

vention. In spite of the reservations it may have on
certain of its provisions, France voted in favour of that
text. We considered that it was in itself an illustration
of the North-South dialogue, which we advocate, and
that it also constituted an important step towards an
improvement of the world system. That is why I very
much hope that the inadequacies and imperfections
of the text will be remedied, which will make possible
larger adherence to the Convention. I should like to
announce today~and I do so symbolically from this
rostrum-that France will sign the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea3, because it does
not confine itself to coming he~e to make proposals.
We also want to preach by example and to make
our deeds fit our words.

162. I am also in a position to inform the General
Assembly that France has decided to endorse the
principles contained in the 1975 Declaration on the
Protection uf All Persons from Being Subjected to
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment [resolution 3452 (XXX)].
Today I shall give official notification of this to the
Secretary-General on behalf of the French Gov
ernment.

163. Finally I should like to add that France will
recognize the right of a State or an individual to
exercise, before the Human Rights Committee, the
right of recourse provided for in article 41 and the
Protocol of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights [resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex].

164. Before coming here to address the Assembly,
I re-read the remarks made by Uon Blum in June
1936 in the League of Nations. Many of his arguments
are still relevant today; France still means "to declare
publicly, and to attest to by its deeds, its loyalty to
international law." For history is not made up only
of conflicts among men. It is also shaped by their
dreams and their utopias. And what finer ideal is there
than the one we symbolize here: that of an interna
tional society capable of abiding by a discipline to
which it has freely consented? We are the image of
what the world could be, and that image can give hope
to millions of people on this planet. For our role has
not changed. The task is still to put an end to what
Victor Hugo called "the world's great insomnia". And,
as Uon B\um added, "Men want to be able to sleep
again. They want to rest their heads peacefully on
their pillows after a hard day's work. They place their
hope in you."

165. Yes, the Organization must once ugain become
synonymous with hope. We can do it if we want to.

166. The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General
Assembly, I thank the Prime Minister of the French
Republic for the impc,rtant stat~ment he has just made.

167. Mr. AL-SABAH (Kuwait) (interpretation from
Arabic): It is a pleasure, Sir, to see you on the podium
conducting the affairs of the thirty-seventh session,
whose agenda includes the most important issues,
issues directly related to the security, peace, stability
and future of mankind. We have great confidence that
your vast knowledge and experience, and the active
role played by your friendly country in intc;rnational
relations, will help us, and you, realize our expecta
tions of this session. In the name of the Amir, the
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Government and the people of Kuwait, please accept
our congratulations on your election.
168. The thirty-sixth session was fortunate in having
been presided over, by a colleague who is dear to you
and to us, Mr. Ismat Kittani; he played a distinguished
role and one deserving of our appreciation and our
gratitude.

169. Since this is the first time I have addressed
the General Ass~mbly since the Secretary-General,
Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar took office, I take this
opportunity to say again that my country welcomes his
accession to that high position; we wish him good
luch and all success.

170. Furthermore, I must not let this opportunity
pass without expressing to the former Secretary
General, Mr. Kurt Waldheim, our thanks and appre
ciation for his constructive and dedicated efforts to
help establish world security and stability during his
term of office. We extend to him, too, our best
wishes in the coming years.

171. The world situation has entered on a new era of
complication and confusion, which have left their mark
on the noble values that mankind has accepted as its
constitution, values such as those of sovereignty,
independence, justice, non-interference in internal
affairs, peaceful coexistence among nations, and '~he

elimination of the pains and evils inherent in blocs
and in competing selfish interests.

172. The political rivalry between the two competing
camps has led to dialogue and rapprochement
being replaced by confrontation and estrangement,
and thus has put an end to what was left of the policy
of det~nte, with its favourable impact on international
relations.

173. The increasing complications of international
relations and conflicts among various interests have
increasingly involved smaller nations in the spheres
of influence of the super-Powers, to an extent that
actually jeopardizes even the unity, solidarity and
effectiveness of the regional organizations which have
been playing an important role in furthering the secu
rity and prosperity of the cDuntries and peoples of the
respective regions.

174. The confusion arising from the ambiguity of
the international situation has had an obvious impact
on the ability and effectiveness of the United Nations
and its var:ous organs, particularly the Security
Council. In his report on the work of the Organiza
tion, the Secretary-General was honest with himself,
and accurately described a fact which can no longer
be denied when he talked candidly about the weakening
of the effectiveness and credibility of the United
Nations as an instrument for achieving peace and
preventing war. We realize that the United Nations
has, unfortunately, not been able, except in a few rare
occasions, to act effectively to n\aintain peace in the
world. Instead, we note that it has become a stage
which the competing Powers use flagrantly as an
instrument for defending their OWft interests by every
possible means, to the extent that the Security Council
has been unable to fulfil its primary responsibility-not
because of remoteness from the scene of events or
any reluctance to exert efforts, but because of the
abuse by some of its members of their right of veto.

Those members, upon whose shoulders rests a spe~ial

responsibility for maintaining international peace and
security, have in addition used their power in the
Council to prevent any collective measures from being
adopted by the international community whenever
such measures would affect any part of their spheres
of influence.
175. There is now a very wide gap between com
mitment to the principles and provisions of the Charter
and the actual behaviour of nations in their inter
national relations. Resorting to the force of arms and
military supremacy as instruments to solve problems
rather than on the force of truth, justice and interna
tional values has impaired the prestige of the United
Nations, which once embodied the hopes of mankind
in a society where security, prosperity, justice and
brotherhood prevailed. .
176. The State ofKuwait believes that this dangerous
situation makes it imperative urgently to consider
responsible and serious action by all the members of
the international community to rekindle the commit
ment to the principles of the Organization.

177. Since the beginning of this year the General
Assembly has had to convene several special sessions
to discuss the dangerous developments relating to the
question of Palestine and the situation in the Middle
East. The Security Council has also met several times
during the same period for the same purpose. Those
two bodies have adopted resolutions, under the pro
visions of the Charter, to deal with the flagrant aggres
sion perpetrated by Israel against art independent and
sovereign Member State-Lebanon-and against the
displaced Palestinian people. That people's loss of its
land and legitimate rights and its dispersal and the
suffering inflicted upon it for more than 35 years have
been caused primarily by the creation of Israel itself.

178. As recorded by all the Western news media,
Israel's actions in Lebanon were more brutal and
inhuman than anything ever witnessed by the world
before-a human holocaust which did not discriminate
between men, women and children, the total destruc
tion of everything on the land, under the pretext of
security safeguards, a pretext universally acknowl
edged to be fallacious.

179. We wonder what would be the fate of the world
if all nations tried to solve their security problems in
this manner.

180. The horrible massacre which shocked every
one's conscience throughout the world has once again
confirmed the dimensions of'- the blind fanaticism
and the racist Zionist hatred of the Israeli regime
directed against the defenceless, innocent people. in
the Palestinian camps, which had been evacuated by
the Palestinian fighters when they left west Beirut
under guarantees from the United States of America
-which is precisely why that country bears a moral
as well as a legal responsibility for what happened
there.

181. Hence the international community is called
upon to do more than express condemnation or shed
tears, because evil forces do nce: react to moral prin
ciples or human feelings. It is therefore necessary to'
restrain them by means that are not beyond the
capabilities of the international community. As usual,
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Israel has not respected any agreements, pledges or
charters. Its behaviour is not governed by any values
or principles. This is clearly shown by the extent .of
its disregard for United Nations resolutions-which
is precisely what has led us to call upon Member
States, after all that has happened, to suspend Israel's
membership of the United Nations as a first step as
well as a deterrent to force it to obey the will of the
international community.
182. The Arab land, the cradle of divine revelations
which participated in bringing the principles of peace,
justice and brotherhood to the peoples of the world,
is victim today to the Zionist arrogance of power,
with all its American arms of destruction-an arro
gance of power that has ca\lsed such frustration among
the people of Palestine and the other peoples of the
region that the resultant explosion threatens t(] add
a new element to the present conflict of power and
arms, with the emergence of bitter anger,jnd mutual
hatred. .

133. While drawi~g the attention of the international
community to this dangerous abyss towards which our
region is heading and which reminds us of the tragic
human conflicts of the ~OO"k ages, we appeal to it
firmly to resist this imminent danger. It is possible to
disarm the hand, but difficult to defuse hatred in the
heart.

Mr. Kafando (Upper Volta) , Vice-President, took
the Chair.

184. After· what happened in Lebanon, Kuwait is
convinced that the independence, security, territorial
integrity and safety of the brotherly people of that
country cannot be a subject for debate. It follows
that the necessary measures must be taken to compel
Israel to abide by Security Council resolutions 508
(1982) and 509 (1982) calling for its immediate and
unconditional withdrawal from Lebanese territory.

185. The Palestinian people, under the leadership of
the PLO, has emerged from the latest tragic events
much stronger and more united and cohesive. Through
its conduct politically in negotiations and militarily
on the battlefield, the PLO has proved that it is the
legitimate spokesman of the Palestinian people and
that it is deeply committed to international responsi
bility and its role in the preservation of peace and
security in the Middle East.

186. It has become obvious from a whole series of
Israeli violations, such as the annexation of Jerusalem
and the Syrian 00130 Heights to the raid on the Iraqi
nuclear installation and the barbaric invasion of
Lebanon, that Israel's ultimate intention is to achieve
one particular objective which it dOes not even bother
to conceal-namely, the establishment of Greater
Israel:"-and its strategy to achieve that objective has
become crystal clear-namely, to use the flimsy
pretext of security as a means of achieving ~ its
expansionist designs.

187. In their' constant search for a peaceful, just
and honourable solution to the Palestinian question,
the Arab countries were able to manifest once again,
atlhe Twelfth Arab Summit Conference, held in Fez,
the Arab nation's capability of living up to the situation
by adopting a series of general principles as an
accepted basis for a peaceful and durable solution to

the Palestinian question which would safeguard the
legitimate rights of the people of Palestine. Elements
of the proposed settlement were inspired by the Arab
countries' sense of international and historical
responsibility and the principles and bases of interna
tional charters, as well as of United Nations reso
lutions, such as the inadmissibility of the acquisition
of territories by force, the rig,ht of all peoples to full
self-determination, free of any narrow or biased
int~rpretation, the peaceful setdeJhent of disputes and
the Security Council's responsibility for maintaining
international peace and security.
188. The unanimity shown by Arab heads of State
in adopting the principles of the Fez Conference offers
the international community a unique opportunity to
move ahead on the road to a new era based on this
initiative, which is rightly considered an important
turning point whose. meaning should not be lost on
anyone and which expresses the genuine and firm
desire of the Arab countries to end the conflict and
preserve peace in the area.

189. It was not surprising to see that Israel rejected
those Arab principles, for that rejection reflects the
Israeli strategy in the Middle East-a strategy bas~d

on the consolidation of the status quo and the impo
sition of new faits accomplis on the international
community. .

190: In our view, the international community must
consider those Arab principles as the greatest oppor
tunity ever offered to settle the Middle East crisis
and the Palestine question on a concrete and realisitc
basis.

191. It is the view of Kuwait that the United States,
in particular, should seriously consider this Arab ini
tiative, should understand its meaning and should
respond to it positively so that it will become an
accepted fact which will establish truth, security and
justice in a region where the clouds of injustice and
aggression have been .and still are looming. On the
other hand, the group of European countries which
had for a long time sought to participate in any con'
structive approach to settling this thorny issue should
seriously consider those principles and should not let
the dream of peace in the Middle East be dashed by
the misleading and deceptive policy of Israel. It is
within .our reach to hold on to the ray of hope-to
preserve it and strengthen it so that it will eventually
turn into an impregnable bulwark protecting the rights
of the just an.d preserving peace.

192. I should now like to refer to what I said at the
18th meeting of- the thirty-sixth session about the
establishment of the Gulf Co-operation CouncH, which
has now become'a fact and which has proved to be
the right and successful instrument for developing co
operation among member States, improving their rela
tions, and achieving co-ordination, integration and
interdepel1~ence among their peoples in all fields,
thereby serving their mutual interests and strength
ening their capability of .participating in the preserva
tion of peace and security in that vital area of the
world. It has also .stressed another important fact:
namely, that security and stability in the Arabian
Gulf area are the responsibility of its peQples and
countries, which reject foreign interference from any
source and under any pretext and that the member
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States alone have the right to defend their security the countries of that region to concentrate on solvidg
and maintain their independence. The Council has also their development problems and carrying out their
emerged in the field of Arab relations as a tributary economic development programmes.
of Arab unity and solidarity. 198. Like the Middle East, the African continent
193. Kuwait views with great concern the ongoing conti!1ues to be an arena of st:ife and conflict that
war between two Moslem neighbours, Iraq and Iran, threaten its political stability and impede its economic
which has exhausted, over a period of more than progress. The Middle East is plagued by an aggressive
two years, the great potential of their human and and racist Zionit regime, while the African continent
economic resources and has exposed the area more is plagued by a similar racist regime that is still being
than ever before to the possibility of intervention imposed on the people of South Africa and Namibia
by foreign Powers attempting to imposl'" their hege- despite all the international attempts to find a just
mony and their influence and to inte;~ _11 the area's and honourable solution to their problems.
internal affairs. 199. Kuwait reiterates its support for and solidarity
194. Kuwait commends the positive initi~tive of with the people of Namibia in ~heir just struggl~ and
fraternal Iraq concerning the withdrawal of its forces with the black m~ority in South Afric~ as it struggles
to the international borders and the cessation of against the policies of discrimination and apartheid
hostilities. It view$ this as an honest and genuine being pur~ued, by the, white ,minority,in that cQuntry,.
contribution on the part of Iraq to put a quick end io We salute and support the front-line States and
the war. We are still hopeful that neighbouring Moslem SWAPO for their political perseverance in attempting
Iran will soon follow Iraq's example in this respect. to find a peaceful settlement to the problem of

Namibia. We also condemn the perverted methods
195. Kuwait fully appreciates all the honest efforts used by the racist regime in South Africa in its attempts
exerted by all parties concerned to find an honourable to obstruct a peaceful settlement to that problem.
and just solution to the dispute-one which would Kuwait would also urge the Western nations to exert
§afeguard the rights and dignity of both parties. But the utmost pressure on South Afri<;a in order to force
in spite of the fac~ that those efforts have, unfor- it to respond positively to international efforts to
tunately, not been successful so far, we still believe achieve a comDrehensive and just settlement to the
in the necessity of continuing them and even inten- situation in soti~hem Africa.
sifying them. We also hope that the supreme interest
of maintaining peace and security in the area will 200. Kuwait i5 ~ISO watching the development of the
prevail over all other considerations. We art: con- situation in Eritrea ami hopes that ajust sol~~:on that
vinced that the immediate cessation of hostilities will guarantee that the people of Eritrea attain their
would create the right climate for the solution of all national aspirations can be found.
problems, in accordance, above all~ with the spirit 201. In a few months the Seventh Conference of
and ideals of Islamic brotherhood and 'Nith interna- Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Coun-
tional law. tries will convene in the Indian capital. The movement
196. The situation on our Asian continent is still non-aligned is stilL. 20 years after its creation, 'facing

I .hi' . h h tremendous challenges; it requires from its members
rep ete Wit exp oSlve cnses t at t reaten our peace an increased adherence to its principles and ideology.,
and security. Foreign troops are still on Afghan soil,
and all the efforts exerted by the United Nations to By taking the initiative of not acting as host to the
reach a peaceful and just solution to that crisis on the Seventh Conference, Iraq has proved its earnest desire
basis of the various resolutions adopted by the As- to maintain the unity and effectiveness of the
sembly are foundering. While we appreciate the par- movement. Kuwait believes that States members
ticipation of the parties to the dispute in the meeting of the movement should avoid being drawn intQ the
recently'held at Geneva under the aegis of the United conflict between the great Powers, which seek to
Nations,we call for an int~nsification of efforts at polarize those St~tes towards one ~amp or the other.
sub'sequent meetings in aider to arrive at a solution that Kuwai~ also feels a special interest in the forthcoming
will safeguard the rights of the people of Afghanistan Conference in India and hopes that its results will
to self-determination and to establish the political reflect the aspirations of the third world.
system they deem suitable, free from any foreign 202. We cannot fall to note the sense of disillusion-
int~rvention. We also affirm the right of the Afghan ment felt by the international c9mmunity at the failure
refugees to return to their homeland. Kuwait is con- of the second special session on disarmament. The
vinced that none of these goals can be secured without continuing development of weapons of mass destnac-
the withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan and tion, the continued conducting of nuclear tests and the.
non-intervention in its internal affairs. continued stockpiling of huge quantities of weapons
197. We regrret the failure of the efforts made so far has exposed the lack ofpoUtitaI will on the part of.
to convene ;l'lD international conference to discuss the Powers involved to create a favourable climate for
the Declaratic)n of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of disarmament.
Peace [resolution 2832 (XXVI)]. Kuwait has been 203. Kuwait believes that the economic problems
stressing the need to convene such a conference facing today·s world are for the most part caused by
because of its conviction that the peace and security the tremendous costs of the arms race. We therefore
of the Indian Ocean and the withdrawal of foreign call upon the United Nations to refuse to allow itself
bases from that area are vital and closely linked to to be impeded by the temporary set-back of'the failure
international peace and security. Kuwait also reit- of the second special session and to continue its
erate~ its advocacy of the declaration of the Middle attempts to achieve the cherished aspiration5 and
East as a nuclear-weapon-free zone in order to enable dreams of mankind.
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204. Through its long experience in contributing to
the development of third-world countries, Kuwait
realizes that the achievement of development in the
develuping countries is primarily the responsibility
of those countries. That responsibility, however,
does not release the advac\:;ed countries from their
commitments to the developing nations and, ~onse

quently, a formula should be worked out to co-ordinate,
follow up and implement the activities of economic
co-operation among the developing nations them
selves, on the one hand, and between them and the
developed and advanced nations on the other. While
Kuwait fully appreciates the efforts that were made
during the past year to launch global negotiations to
achieve economic co-operation, it expresses its disap
pointment at the many obstacles being placed in th~

way of such negotiations by the developed nations,
which continue to look upon this vital matter from the
viewpoint of their selfish interests.
205. The Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea made important specific progress when
it adopted the draft Convention which the Conference
had been debating for more than 10 years. Kuwait,
aware of its international responsibility, appeals to
all nations which have not yet approved this Con
vention to join the rest of the international community
in its common conception of the organization and
utilization of all the important and vital aspect~ of
the Convention in the best interest~ and for the
prosperity of mankind. Kuwait hopes that this Con
vention will be ratified as soon as possible.

206. The delegation of Kuwait, while sharing the
concern of the international community over the
current international political and economic situation,
is convinced that it is imperative to continue the
dialogue and intensify the bilateral and multilateral
contacts among all nations. This concern for interna
tional peace and security, as expressed by all Mem
ber States, makes us fully confident that, given honest
intentions and explicit goals, it will be possible to
realize our hopes in the establishment of co-operation
among peoples and to avoid the evils of wars and
disputes. Progress and prosperity will thus come
closer and be more significant.

207. Mr. KUSUMAATMADJA (Indonesia): I should
like at the outset, on behalf of the Indonesian delega
tion and on my own behalf, to extend heartfelt con
gratulations to Mr. Hollai on his election to the presi
dency of the thirty-seventh session of the General
Assembly. His vast experienc;e and the competence
that he has exhibited in the realm of multilateral
diplomacy give us the assurance that under h~ l
guidance solid and substantive progress will be
achieved during this crucial session.

208. With one regular session and no less than four
special and emergency sessions, the past year has
indeed been an exceedingly busy and demanding
one for the outgoing President, Mr. 1smat Kittani.
He has discharged his menifold respcmsibilities with
great skill and patience and has contributed sub
stantially to what has been achieved in difficult
circumsttlnces. We wish to register our deep apprecia
tion of his i~adership.

209. In the course of the past y~ar the cause of
intentalional peace and security has, regrettably,

suffered further serious setbacks. Compounding this
trend, !he world economy continues to deteriorate
and global economic co-operation has been stalemated,
while the United Nations itself has been repeatedly
bypassed. Resort to force to settle disputes, despite
the Charter provisions to the contrary, has continued
unabated and has even increased. Detente, always
fragile and too limited in scope and substance to
begin with, is now a shambles and each local conflict
now potentially poses a greater threat to world peace
than ever before. In South-West Asia, South-East
Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Central and South
America and other regions people continue to suffer
the consequences of violence and conflict. Yet, despite
the devastation and hardship that are visited upon
both the victor and the vanquished in war, Statt:s
persist in their preparations for military confrontation.
210. Local and regional conflicts have become
increasingly intractable owing to the marked tendency
of the major Powers to view those conflicts from the
perspective of their global rivalries and to link eventual
solutions to their wider strategies of mutual contain
ment. As a result, the risk of the lesser Powers and
the countries of the third world being dragged into the
East-West polarization has grown correspondingly.

211. It is manifest that in an increasingly insecure
and perilous world the present international system
has proved to be incapable of dealing effectively with
the multitude of problems. Indeed, the international
community has long recognized this reality by caning
for the restructuring of the prevailing system and the
establishrrent of a new international order. However,
despite the new political realities in the world and
the growing consensus on change, the present system
is being perpetuated, to the .<fetriment of the newly
emergent States. It is only by recognizing the interests
of the developing countries and their vast potential
for contributing to a more peaceful and prosperous
world of genuine independence that we can begin to
address the global problems before us.

212. It is our deep conviction that as long as the great
Powers seek to enhance their security in disregard of
the interests of the smaller Powers, the question of
universal collective security envisaged in the Charter
will continue to elude us. One of the cardinal features
of the new international system must be greater
equality and a greater voice in decision-making on
vital issues for all members of the international
community.

213. The multiple crises atllicting our world today
and the perception pf a growing paralysis on the part
of the United Nations in the attempts to find effective
solution"s to them have further deepened the crisis of
authority in which the Organization has found itself
for quite some time.

214. In this context, I should like to express my
delegation's great appreciation of the frank and lucid
report of the Secr~tary-General, which highlighted
the alarming erosion of the Organization's inflUence
over issues of world peace and progress. My Govern
ment shares his concern for what he has rightly called
the crisis of the multilateral approach in coping with
the ~i'riad of problems that confront us. It is only
through a renewed commitment and dedication to
the multilateral approach through the United Natiions,
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throu&;h dialogue and negotiation, that we can reverse United Nations and the International Conference on
the dangerous drift towards global disorder, heightened Kampuchea. It remains the sincere conviction of my
polarization and the revival of blatant power politics. Government that it would be in the interest of all
215. It is imperative to restore the capacity of the the parties to seek a peaceful and negotiated political
U . d N· ti 161 • •• I· d b h solution to the Kampuchean problem and that the

mte atlons to u I Its mission as out me y t e United Nations and the In!ernational Conference
Charter, and our first task must necessarily be to
ensure a strengthened role for the Security Council in on Kampuchea provide the best forum to seek the
settling conflicts. One essential component for such a achievement of such a political solution.
strengthened role, in our view, should be the establish- 221. The Association of South-East Asian Natcons
ment of workable machinery for the conciliation. of [ASEAN] is committed to seek a just political solu-
disputes and the defusion ofcrises before they become tion to the conflict. Once the Kampuchean question
full-blown wars. But for this and other improvements is resolved, we are confident that suspicion and
in the operational procedures of the Security Council mistrust will be removed from the area, thus paving
to become possible, there sbould first be a conscious the way for the resumption of a meaningful dialogue
readjustment in the nature and extent of the com- and co-operative relations among the States in the
mitment by Member States, especially by the per- region. We could then look forward with greater con-
manent members of the Security Council, to the wider fidence to the establishment of a zone of ~ace,

global responsibilities inherent in our common ac- freedom and neutrality in South-East Asia, thereby
ceptance of the Charter. fulfilling the hopes and aspirations of all peoples in the
216. In his report, the Secretary-General has gone region for stability, progress and prosperity.
beyond analysing the difficulties the Organization 222. The crisis in Afghanistan has also affected the
is facing and has suggested a number of pertinent process of detente. Indeed, it has exacerbated tension
ways in which Governments of Member States could and anxiety throughout the world and has hindered
assist, in particular, in developing a more viable the rewlution of a number of issues of world-wide
system of collective security, in strengthening United concern. In line with United Nations efforts, the non
Nations peace keeping operations and in enhancing aligned movement and the Organization of the Islamic
the validity and utility of United Nations organs as Conference have reiterated the urgent need to seek
negotiating forums. It is appropriate, therefore, that at a comprehensive political solution to the problem on'
this critical juncture in the life of the Organization the basis of the withdrawal of foreign troops and
we, the Member States, likewise move beyond the respect for the independence, sovereignty, tenitorial
perfunctory expression of praise and support for the integrity and non-aligned status of Afghanistan. The
Secretary-General's initiative and make active con- Secretary-General has also taken constructive steps
ceptual and concrete contributions to the elaboration in seeking a solution of this problem. We believe that
and the ~arly realization of the required reforms. As any such solution should ensure that the Afghan people
far as Indonesia is concerned, it stands ready to extend win be able to determine their own future, free from
its full co-operation towards this end. foreign intervention and interference.
217. It cannot be said thatthe past year has witnessed 223. Since June 1982, the world has witnessed with
any impressive progress on the main issues confronting anger and dismay the Israeli invasion of ~banon.

us. Indeed, the lack of progress is distinctly dis- We were shocked at the toll in human lives, especially
appointing and is in strong contrast to the obvious aa~<:,'1 the ci",:ilian population and the incalculable
urgency of these problems. de~uaction it has wreaked on Lebanon. My Govern-
218. Among the central issues confronting the inter- ment has strongly condemned Israel's aggression
national community, particularly in my own region of against the Lebanese and the Palestinian peoples
South-East Asia, is the plight of Kampuchea. and demanded the restoration of the sovereignty,

territorial integrity and political independence of
219. The situation in Kampuchea has not changed Lebanon. In his National Day speech on 17 August
substantially and remains a matter of serious concern President Soeharto reiterated.
to all of us. Indeed, no meaningful progress has been "Our stand remains as clear and unambiguous
achieved in seeking a political solution of the as before: that is, we continue to be on the side of
problem. Foreign troops are still in Kampuchea,
despite repeated calls by the international community the Arab m.'tion in its strugg!e against Israeli aggres-

sion and stand shoul~~r to shoulder with the PaI-
for th~ir total withdrawal. The United Nations $uper- estinian people in their legitimate quest for self-
vised election to enable the people of Kampuchea to determination and to regain their homeland."
determine their own future has not taken place. Th~
efforts by the United Nations and the International 224. The appalling massacre of the Palestinian
Conference on Kampuchea to seek a political solu- civilians in west Beirut, which is a direct consequence
tion have yet to yield meaningful results. of Israel's invasion, has evoked universal condemna-
220. Despite the lack of progress, however, the tion. The resumption of the seventh emergency special
national forces of Kampuchea have formed the session last week and the adoption by consensus of
Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea resolution ES-7/9, in which the Assembly calls on the
under the leadership of Samdech Norodom Sihanouk, Security Council to investigate the circumstam;es and
whichisaclear~xpressionofthewiIlanddeterminaiion extent of the massacre, was a reflection of the world's
of the Kampuchean people to regain their sovereignty, horror over the massacre, for which Israel cannot
independence and territorial integrity. It is important evade responsibility.
to note that the Coalition Govemment has :J1ledged to 225. It is clear that the aim of the Israeli invasion
work for the impl1ementation of all decisions of the was to destroy the nation:d identity and aspirations of
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no less important to pursue multilateral negotiations,
by enabling the Committee on Disarmament to dis
charge its responsibilities and renew efforts to nego
tiate on the priority issues.

230. There is a growing apprehension that the region
of the Indian Ocean is rapidly become the focus of a
new cold-war rivalry between the super-Powers. As
a littoral State, Indonesia is convinced that the con
vening of the International Conference on the Indian
Ocean is an essential step towards the establishment
of a zone of peace. We are fully aware of the ramifica
tions of the conflicts and tension that engulf the region.
It is precisely for this reason that the Conference, as
stipulated in relevant General Assembly resolutions,
should be the forum to discuss all relevant issues,
with a view to opening the constructive dialogue that
heretofore has eluded us. It is a truism that the con
vening of one conference might not suffice to resolve
alJ the problems pertaining to the Indian Ocean.
However, the Conference should be a first step towards
improving the political and security climate in the
region.

231. In recent months the international community
has witnessed renewed large-scale military operations
by South Africa against SWAPO in a desperate
attempt to eliminate the sole authentic and interna
tionally recognized representative of the Namibian
people. It should be noted that there is nothing new
in these South African tactics. The racists in Pretoria
h",ve on numerous occasions used their military forces
to thwart any progress in the negotiations to imple
ment Security Council resolution 435 (1978).

232. South Africa has clearly demonstrated that it is
prepared to use every manreuvre, and to exploit every
opportunity to employ force, to undercut all efforts
towards a negotiated settlement leading to the estab
lishment of an independent Namibia.

233. The most expeditious means te bring about
Namibian independence is contained in the Arusha
Declaration and Programme of Action on Namibia
[see A/37/230] adopted by the United Nations Council
for Namibia in May this yea:. It urged the Western
contact group to accept SWAPO's constructive pro
posal for the early implementation of the United
Nations plan and to exert firm and genuine pressure
on South Africa. In this regard, my delegation will
firmly 'oppose any efforf by South Africa to impose
any fraudulent electoral, constitutional or political
schemes, and any pretext to link the solution of the
Namibian problem to any other issue that would be
in contravention of resolution 435 (1978), all of which
are designed to perpetuate South Africa's domination
of the Territory. Furthermore, at the Arusha meeting
my delegation endorsed the call for a Geneva-type
conference at which all outstanding issues should be
discussed and resolved together in a comprehensive
manner. The early scheduling of such a conference
may help intensify current efforts to overcome South
Africa's intransigence. Despite the many obstacles
that continue to block the way to securing Namibia's
independence, the negotiating process has shown some
signs of progress, as noted in the Secretary-General's
report. Every effort should be made, however, to
compel South Africa to negotiate in good faith and
within the guidelines established by resolution 435
(1978).

the Palestinian people and their sole and legitimate
representative, the PLO, as the standard bearer of
Palestinian rights to sovereignty and statehood.
Israel cannot take upon itse~f the function of a police
mail in the Middle East, violating as it pleases the
territorial sovereignty of its neighbours, destroying the
people of Palestine and imposing its will on the Arab
wodd. Israel's expansionism and arrogance must be
stopped.

226. My delegation believes that the only hope for
peace is for Israel to accept Palestinian independence
and sovereignty as called for and supported by nearly
all mankind. The question of Palestine remains at the
heart of the conflict in the Middle East, and without a
solution to this problem no comprehensive settlement
can ensure peace in the region. The realization of a
just and lasting peace requires the unconditional
witbdrawal of all·Israeli forces front all'occupied Arab
territories, including Jerusalem.

227. We commend the Twelfth Arab Summit Con
ference, held Fez this month, which has demonstrated
the unified approach of the Ar~b States to the problem
of the Middle East. The meeting enumerated [see
A137/696] serious and reasonable proposals to achieve
a solution of the Palestinian question. On the other
hand,as a power which could restrain Israel's aggres
sion, intransigence and expansionism, we believe that
the United States should continue to insist on Israel
behaving in a more responsible and peace-loving
manner, befitting a Member of the United Nations.
It is our sincere hope that the proposal~ of the Fez
Summit will receive a positive response from all the
parties concerned so that the long-standing conflict
in this region will soon be resolved, thereby inau
gurating a new era of peace for the region as a whole.

228. The second special session on disarmament
which was convened, with great expectations, to
follow up the decisions of the Final Document of the
Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly [reso
lut;on S-JO/2], adopted in 1978, has become a casualty

.of the present climate of distrust and tension and has
degenerated into a series of platitudes, devoid of sub
stantive commitments. The inability to adopt a com
prehensive programme of disarmament at the session,
regarded by many States, including my own, as crucial
to our efforts for an integrated approach, was a great
disappointment. It was, moreover, regrettable that
some of the leading Powers disregarded their commit
ments undertaken in the 1979 Final Document and were
unwilling to use the United Nations as an instrument
for genuine disarmament effort. These developments
have prevented meaningful progress in stemming the
tide of the arms race.

229. Despite that failure, however, tile session has
served as a focal point for widespread expression of
public concern about the arms race~ and in particular
about .the danger of nuclear weapons. The proppsals
for a' ban on the use of nuclear weapons, and for a
freeze on th~ir development and production, and the
renewed call for a comprehensive ban on nuclear
weapon tests t fully reflected world opinion. It is our
hope that t.he bilateral talks between the United
States and the Soviet Union will be pursued with a
sense of urgency and lead to meaningful limitations
and significant reductions in nuclear weapons. The
nuclear Powers should, moreover, recognize that it is
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248. In this connection, we endorse the .results of
..he meeting of the Intergovernmental Follow-up and
Co-ordination Committee on economic co-operation
among the developing countries held in Manila in
August. Its recommendation to start negotiations
on a global system of trade preference among
developing countries and the development of food
security reserves deserves our particular att~~ntion.

In our opinion, the implementation of the global
system of trade preference, through a gradual
approach, will ultimately help the efforts for trade
expansion among developing l:ountries.

towards ~he economic well-being of the developed
countries.
241. We are pleased to note that there has been a
gradual increase of understanding by some developed
countries on the inevitability of interdependence. It
is our sincere hope that these countries would be
willing to undertake the adjustments needed to achieve
this concept.
242. We are convinced that piecemeal, domestic
oriented and bilateral remedies for our global problems
are a futile exercise in a world of increasing inter
dependence. Restructuring, therefore, under the aegis
of our universal body, the United Nations, should no
longer be deferred.
243. Having sai,i that, I wish to emphasize that this
does not mean th,d the global negotiations or the
efforts to launch them should in any way divert our
attention from the ongoing negotiations in other
sectoral forums.
244. The restructuring of international trade is a vital
vehicle for achieving self-sustained development.
And above anythiilg else, access to markets is crucial.
Regretfully, the escalation of protectionist measures
practiced by some developed countries has .;eriously
eroded the efforts of the developing countries to
expand their exports. The sharp deterioration of their
terms of trade continues to aggravate their already
serious economic plight.

245. In this context, the forthcoming ministerial
meeting of GATT provides an excellent opportunity
and a historic tumiag point for the establishment of
fair international trading practices. Such action is
imperative for the expansion of trade of the developing
countries.

246. The sixth session of UNCTAD. scheduled for
late ne'xt spring at Belgrade, will, we believe, be of
crucial importance for remedying the central problems
and the current disruptions in world trade and develop
ment which could lead to the revival of the world
economy. If, however, the impasse continues with no
concr~te results emerging from these important
meetings, we will once again be witnessing another
lost chance in which the international community
will have failed to grasp the opportunity for progress.

247. Given the slow pace of the North-Soutl! negotiaa

tions, the measured progress of collective selt:'reliance
among developing countries is more indispens.able
now than ever. Indonesia is committed to this pro
cess, not only because it is transforming the patterns
of development, but because it constitutes an essential
ingredient for the rapid advancement of the developing

.countries.

12th meeting-30 September 1982

236. On 30 April 1982 the Third United Nations Con
ference on the Law of the Sea adopted a compre
hensive Convention on the Law of the Sea.3 This was
a monumental achievement in multilateral negotiations
m'lder the auspices of the United Nations. The fact
that the draft Convention was adopted by 130 coun
tries and was opposed by only 4 indicates that each
provision is acceptable to the overwhelming majority
of the States in the world. It is conceivable that,
taken separately, all provisions of the Law of the Sea
Convention are not acceptable to a particular country.
But taken as a whole, be~ng a compromise text in a
package, the text is obviously acceptable to the world
community. My delegation believes that the Law of
the Sea Convention is extremely important to main
taining law and order in ocean affairs as well as to
promoting national development and management
of ocean uses and resources. My delegation therefore
would like to appeal to the small number of countries
which have not adopted the Convention to reconsider
their position, so that the Law of the Sea Convention,
being the product of long years of negotiation, can
become truly universal in nature and application.

237. Concurrent with the continuing critical climat~

in internatioftal politics, the international economy ~as

plunged to one of the lowest depths in several decades.

238. Aggravating the situation is the serious erosion
of multilateral economic co-operation, mainly through
the regressive policies of some developed countries,
which run counter to the basic goals and objectives of
an increasingly interdependent world.

239. The seemingly hopeful signs generated at the
Cancun and Versailles Economic Summits in seeking
a breakthrough in the stalemated global negotiations
have proved to be illusory. It has to be acknowledged
that there was indeed some movement towards
launching the global negotiations through an enabling
resolution. However, the informal consultations so
far have regretfuHy not yielded any substantive pro
gress. My delegation endorses the search tor new
initiatives to reach a consensus on some crucial pro
cedural issues. These efforts can be successful only if
some developed countries demonstrate the political
will to take positive step towards an early launching
of these oegotiations.

240. An important feature underlying the economic
system today is that of interdependence. We believe
that interdependence does not imply only a mutuality
of benefits for both the rich and poor countries. It
also means that the self-sustained economic develop
ment of the developing countries c()uld contribute

234. It is disturbing to all of us that, despite the
condemnation of the system of apartheid by almost
all Member States, South Africa continues to ignore
the repeated appeals of the international community
to end the practice of apartheid.

235. Guided by the important decisions adopted at
the International Conference on Sanctions against
South Africa, held in Paris in 1981, my delegation
is convinced that the international community should
intensify its solidarity with the people of South Africa
by maintaining and strengthening the agreed set of
sanctions designed to isolate South Africa in all spheres
of international relations.
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249. In 50 far as c\o-operation on food security General has warned, we appear to be perilously close
reserves is concerned, we believe that it can best be to that point.
implemented through sub-regional and regional 255. Thus, for once, the task before us should not be
arrangements, which could then be extended on a seen in terms of a demand by one side and an act of
world-wide scale. We in ASEAN have initiated such generosity by the other. For it may not be just our
an arrangement and are in the process of trying to mutual interest that is at stake, but our common
develop further the ASEAN food security reserve survival, and none of us can afford to evade this
co-operation. challenge and refuse to bear this responsibility.
250. Turning briefly now to some social aspects of 256. Mr. MAESO (Uruguay) (interpretation from
the United Nations activities, the preparations for Spanish): Speaking for all members of the delegation
the International Youth Year in 1985, which are now of Uruguay, I wish to address to the President our
in progress, are commenuble. An increased participa- warmest congratulations on his electjon to the presi-
tion of non-governmental youth organizations in the dency of the thirty-seventh session of the General
International Youth Year would greatly encourage Assembly. Similarly, I wish to convey to his pre-
them to share in the responsibilities of solving global decessor, Mr. Kittani, our special appreciation for the
youth problems and thereby help to promote world ffi . . h . h h d' I'be' h
peace. Such an exercise would also increase their e IClency Wit whlc e m~cted de I rations at t e

last session.ability to particij;ate in the national youth develop-
ment programme. The Indonesian Government, there- 257. Uruguay is taking part in this sess~1)n of the
fore, fully supports the Specific Programme of Assembly with the express desire of reaffirming once
Measures and Activitiess. again as an absolute priority its historical commitment
251. With reference to the status and role of women, to peace. This commitment has been made manifest

ever since our independence, in oUr support for
there is an increased recognition of their contribution dialogue as an instrument for settling disrutes, and in
towards development as reflected in the Mexico, .. ti
World Plan of Action for the Implementation of the our unremlttmg de ence of international law.
Objectives of the International Women-Year.6 This 258. In a world troubled by the most serious threats,
positive trend is further stimulated by the adol)tion where there is constant tension and confrontations
of the Canve.niion on the Elimination of All Forms are rife, even where peace and security have been
of Discrimination against Women [resolution 34/180). firmly established, the international community must,
We sincerely hore that the 1985 World Conference on without delay, demonstrate in a specific, practical and
the United Nations Decade for Women will be able to effective manner, that its attachment to the principles h
review and appraise constructively the implementation and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations is t .

of the Plan of Action. not merely a formal promise or a passive expression [:
~ ~

2S2.·This yearlhat has witnessed·its abundant share ~~ hope. . . 265.
of world-wide turbulence and tragedy, and the inca- 259. It is deplorable to note that in the interval : , ~:ge
pacity of the United Nations to prev-ent them or to since the last session of the Assembly new clashes,
provide timely redress, and there is always the temp- with their tragic toll ofdeath and desolation, have taken ~~~
tation to lapse into cynicism and disaffection. But the place in many parts of the world. The sad reality nitio
reforming impulse, the hopes and yearnings ofpeoples of ongoing wars lends added urgency to the current of n

. everywhere for a more peaceful, just and prosperous negotiations and strongly underlines the unavoidable t forw
world order based on the ideals and principles of the responsibility incumbent on each and every one of us, F Argc:
Charter remain alive and cannot be quieted. setting aside any dialectics. r
253. Indonesia remains convinced ~hat despite its 260. Given the vicious circle of mistrust, tension and I r~h
present inadequacies, the United Nations still repre- the arms race, civilized. and fruitful coexistence can t, We ;
sen!.s the best instrument to transform these hopes be obtained only to the extent that the various States ;<
into reality and to fashion at least the minimum con- exert their influence in their respective ~pheres in con- I:':~ r::::
ditions for a ~tter life for all in the de:ades to come. formity with the international legal order and in strict I1 to th
Therefore, if the Organization is to fulfil its role as the observance of the obligations set down in the Charter. I'I any I
focal point for the global management of the critical r.,,~
problems ofour time, it is imperative .that a new sense 261. It was this line of thinking that led Uruguay in tj the t
of purpose be instilled in its mechanisms and pro. a constructive spirit actively to participate in the work }: secu]
cedures so' as to prevent it from degenerating into a of the second special session of the General Assembly fi 267

devoted' to disarmament. When we take stock of the !( solu't
sterile debating forum. My delegation further believes results achieved, it is frustrating to acknowledge the 1.1
that in this effort the non-aligned movement to which lack of substantial progress on a topic in which a great :'j but v
Indonesia belongs could and should make an im- many hopes had been placed, namely the compre- [. i solut

rnr.::~~::l~::~~~ ::~:J~~:~c~tu~~~is~~:::: ~:=:.::r::::ti::~ha':i:r:'::~~~}Sib~OV:~f:Y 11 ~~~~
done in the past on the global issues of peace, security of the 1978 Final Document in resolution S-10/2, the r

q causi
and international economic co-operation. commitment to abide by, the priorities established in r{ faithj
254. In a rapidly changing world ofdisparate interests the disarmament negotiations, and the adoption of two 'It~-l 'tUondthe,1
and contending visions, the only alternative to re- resolutions on a World Disarmament Camp,aign and j{

storing the United Nations as a relevant organization disarmament fellowships [resf!lutions 36/92 C.a."d A), 1'1 come
capable of meeting the challenges of our time' is to are conciete measures., in the long and laborio'ls !1 269
allow an unmanaged and uncontrollable slide into' process of building up universal understanding. My i! se

.~_.. i:~~a:==~~:::'::~:j=:::~~~~~~
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262. With regard to disarmament, Uruguay enthu- tries prompt us to call for the most strict respect for
siastically agrees that resources not spent on armament its sovereignty, territorial integrity, unity and political
should be re~l1ocated to developing countries. It independence. In other words, we demand respect
also warmly supports as a form of progress the idea for its right freely to choose its own future without
of using these resources for the development of foreign intervention. This obviously implies the with
nuclear-free zones which, although geographically drawal from Lebanese territory of an occupying forces
limited, contribute to the cau~~e and objeJ;tives of regardless of their origin.
disarmament. It is to be hoped that this example, to 270. In the judgement of my Government a strong
which Latin America made an outstanding contribution and independent Lebanon constitutes an essential
with the Treaty for the Prohibition ofNuclear Weapons factor for peace throughout the region. The interna-
in Latin America (Treat:> of Tlatelolco), will be tional community must exert every effort to co-operate
followed by other geographical areas, thus multiplying with the people and Government of Lebanon in the
the number of zones to be gradually freed from the attainment of these goals. It is likewise imperative
nuclear threat. However, the inalienable right of the that the parties to the conflict adopt an unswerving
developing countries to access to nuclear technology policy to that end.
for peaceful purposes should be strongly reaffirmed. 271. Ul1Iguay will firmly support any action designed
263. We should now like .t\1 offer some comments to bring about peace in the Middle East. That is
concerning the many conflicts now under way. Apart consistent with our position. It should be brought
from constituting a threat to the basis ofthe harmonious about through agreements negotiated among the
coexistence of nations, these conflicts ignore the parties involved without violence and with justice so
essential fact that we are all part and parcel of the as to guarantee all parties the possibility of living
same civilization, which is based on shared ideals. within safe and recognized boundaries in accordance
This deeply troubles the conscience of nations such with international law and the relevant resolutions of
as mine which regard any of their expectations as the Security Council.
secondary to the cause of peace and place all
their endeavours at its service. 272. In that spirit we are participating in the Sinai

multinational peace-keeping force, and we are ready
264. During the conflict in the South Atlantic to co-operate in various actions to be undertaken in
Uruguay noted with concern and anguish how the use order to consolidate and broaden the process leading
of force-·a procedure irreversibly proscribed by the to a just and lasting peace in the region, regarrlless of
Charter of the United Nations-emerged in the extraneous interests and destabilizing factors.
American community of nations. Those responsible 273. Equally it bears repeating here that the ob-
chose to disregard the inexorable tide of history. jective of peace in the Middle East pre~ ;,ipposes the
265. On various occasions and in vadous bodies ex!stence and recognition of the State of Israel and
my country has taken a position of solidarity with its right and the right of other nations not to be
Argentina. This position is based on recognition of attacked. Of course it is also necessary for the inter
Argentina's right to claim sovereignty over the national community to um~erstand the legitimate
Malvinas Islands. Today Uruguay confirms that recog- aspirations of the l;K:ople of Palestine to have a terri-
oition in keeping with the best diplomatic traditions tQry in which to settle and establish a free and sovereign
of my country, having been one of the first to put State.
forward in this very body the unquestionable right of 274. My country's foreign policy has been based
Argentina to the archipelago under dispute. on unswerving respect for fundamental principles such
266. Uruguay also reaffirms its strong desire to help as non-interference in the domestic jurisdiction of
in the search for a negotiated solution to the conflict. States and the right ofall peoples to self-determination.
We are ready to participate in efforts to attain this The application of these principles-which all have

. purpose. To that end my Government would like the same source, the preservation of the right to
1';1 to restate its willingness to offer the necessary facilities exercise' sovereignty-has . been constantly and
!1 to the interested and concerned parties as well as to seriously hampered by the· actions of countries and
!..~ any possible mediators so that it may receive them in pressure groups which, .because of their support for
ti the traditional Uruguayan environment of peace and internal forces~ internationaliz~. conflicts that clearly
\: security. fall within the domestic jurisdiction of States. This
L; 267. Wg have no doubt of the need for a peaceful has led to a situation in which the inalienable right of
F; States to decide their own future without foreign
1\ solution to the crisis obtaining in the South Atlantic, pressure or undue influence is disregarded. This is
11 but we should like to express our firm desire that the dramatically evident in regions such as.Central
~',1 solution not contravene the course of history or breed America, where, furthermore, violence and terrorism
\<,' future confrontations. daily infri~ge the politital, economic and social stability

268. Once again the situation in the Middle East is of countries,which is an essential.element of the full
\;1 causing particular concern to my Government, which, development of the peoples of the region. '
l:;~ faithful to the juridical and political principles that 275. '.. With regard to Afghanist~n, the majority of .the
\,',,'~.'.:~.~\: Utndtehrlif' <)u~ inhternateiodnbal ctohndugCratv'eis ePvaertnictsUltahralYt ahlaivvee inte'rnational community has expressed a strong desire

~ 0 e angUls caus y e for detente, an end to military clashes so asio avoid
\'! come to pass in Lebanon. . greater. ~~ffering and misery' among the people, the
t I 269 .We apPledate the vaUUies that Lebanon repre- immediate withdrawalofforeign troops, total respect
1I .seOls: It is a nation that loves peace and ~ulture. The 'for the rights of the civilian pcpulation and restoration
I. j close links offriendship and respect betwee,n our coun- of' effective sovereign national authoritY. T~e· per-

~~J:~~"n:<:e."'::'~i!:'!'!!~"~_'r"~:!'.'~""'!:~~!!~~.l!!!'l",~.'''_!lib!I!lZ8SJll.'"-I.•.•!I••SI•.••••••••••••••••
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sistence of the conflict creates a dangerous source together with other necessary efforts, to combat I!:
of friction that must be resolved as soon as possible. theories, systems and institutions based on discrimi- 11

1276. In the context of these particular issues, I must natory principles which disregard the fundamental .
state that my Government attaches great importance equality of the family of man. H
to;the achieve,ment ofa peaceful independent solution 283. Uniguay was also one of the first countries to [1
to the question of the unification of Korea through ratify the'Convention on the Elimination of All Forms [.'J
inter-Korean dialogue. That would help create con- of Discrimination against Women, which was adopted i 1

ditions favorable for mutual understanding and for the by the Assembly three years ago in resolution 34/180, I,)
general stability of the r~gion. and we welcome the fact that the Convention has 11

277. It would be worth while to reactivate the good come into force. We express the hope that it will 11
cffices of the Secretary-General in this case for discus- help to ensure the participation of women, on an equal i I

: sions between North and South Korea. footing and at every level of society. (I

278. In all the international bodies in which it par- 284. In that connection, we must mention a system 11
ticipates, Uruguay has always defended the principle that shocks the conscience of mankind and makes a 11
of the self-determination of peoples. Therefore, .we doctrine of iniquity: apartheid. Uruguay is pleased Ij ~
reaffirm once again the Namibian people's right to to affirm with its usual conviction its radical opposition , "
independence and its right to choose, in a climate of to that policy as well as to any other form of racism I j I
peace and free from undue pressures and external that openly and stubbornly contradicts the moral and 11 (
influences, its own political constitution, within the philosophical premises that form the basis of our most , ) ~
framework guaranteed by the United Nations pro- deeply and dearly held cultural traditions. !! §

visional administration. Uruguay's stand on this issue l' i r
is not anomalous; it is consistent with, and a part 2n8

0
5t · nTlyhJ.en WthOerdldesCtruriSciStJ"OfanCcinagusmedanbkyitnhdosise wmhaOniJ~gensot~de "".',1 v

off, our unswerving commitment to peace and our 0 ..~
emphatic rejection ofany use of violence or terrorism. the single OIigin and nature of hUiilan beings" It is also n Ii

clear in the inability of the international community r i r
279. Uruguay is a party to the International Con- to put a stop to the ongoing violence which has become [1 e
vention on the Elimination of All FormWs of RacJh·al an integral part of the political practice of nations, .j: 2
Discrimination [resolution 2106 A (XX)]. e were t e nations with a long tradition of institutional stability n
first State to accept the machinery set forth in that and those recently emancipated from colonialism. That ~j e
Convention for receiving individual complaints and violence has resulted in constant acts of terrorism, l! ti
communications. That position is not one dictated by with their tragic toll in murder, kidnapping and t j s
circumstances; it has been ~nergetically and unswerv- extortion; this seems to flourish in societies where I'~,: ti
ingly held by my country's repl'esentatives ever since democratic institutions prevail and where. an attempt ., c
the inception of the United Nations, ever since the

f
is made to preserve fundamental freedoms and indi- \'1'1' a

Organization first gave impetus to the process 0 vidual rights. On the other hand, symptomatically, ~ a
decolonization. the phenomenon of terrorism does not appears in any I"! s:
280. Although the great majority of the nations of country where totalital~anism exists with its systematic !"..!
the international community have ratified or acceded violation of human rights. 11 ~I

. to that Convention, thus making it a universal instru- 286. Acts of terrorism are grave offences against t) c~
ment, discrimination on the basis of colour, race, common law; they violate the most fundamental prin- fi;J ~
:lational or ethnic origin, or social class remains a ciples of personal and collective security, whatever ;1 tt
tragic fact which shocks our conscience and is an ·the political pretexts invoked for their commission.! T
affront to the spirit of progress of mankind. i'l w

237. Uruguay is a party to all the conventions 11281. The forced displacement of indigenous popula- adopted within the United NaJions system and the f ) f(
tions; the marginal exister:~e of national or ethnic Organization of American States with the aim of pre- '1 cc
minorities; the existence of discriminatory laws; the venting and punishing acts of terrorism. It has also .j 2!
persistence ofpractices based on notions ofsuperiority participated very actively in the work of the Ad Hoc 11 ye
or on racial hatre: all these things convince us that the Committee on International Terrorism. Several of its I ' cc
Programme for the Decade for Action to Combat proposals on the subject have been approved by that ~.I S€
Racism and Racial Discrimination [resolution 3057 Committee. (/ t~

~~::~~~u~;~~x~~:~~~ :~~i~:o~~~~~~mber of next 288. Notwithstanding our recognition of the efforts II ~
that have been made, we must frankly state our dis- 11

282. Unfortunately the examples I have given are not appointment at the fact that the international com- 11 w
the only manifestations of discrimination. It has also munity has not adopted practical, specific and com- 1< th
been manifested in the most painful forms of religious prehensive measures to deal effectively with the tJ a~
intolerance, which, in various parts of the world, grave and complex problem of terrorism. Although the fij 0
continue to provoke a great deal of violence, pe'rsecu- maintenance of internal security is the responsibility tJ b)
lion, and even genocide. In this connection, my ofeach individual State, co-operation among countries I pr
country reaffirms it~. full support for the Declaration is essential to prevent and punish, in a co-ordinated ,. fn
on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and way, crimes with international implications. ~.< fu
of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief, which 1 PCl
the Assembly adopted fast year in resolution 36/55. 289. Although consideration of the underlying causes Hi
At the same time we urge the prompt resumption of of acts of terrorism and violence deserve attention, ne
consideration of a draft international convention on it must not lead us to delay ~ndefiniiely the search .~ tel
this matter. That instrument wotild serve as the basis, . for remedies to deal with What. is an undeniable fact'. I;',... Stl

.~f1..~1"fi2!lU. It 111I!!!l!!!I1~~~I'lll!~:!!!_}~§1~4.NI'I.!!:'\7§!'1J!!!SJg.M!t:!CkMl4iMiSlMD~~,11.§:!I!'!!.~@!21~L• .:~£'_~~'!M~~
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I~l that acts ofterrorism are invariably repeated, deserving and the implementation of the resolutions adopted at
\ ~ the repudiation of all civilized nations. the Ad Hoc Meeting of Senior Government· Officials
ii J 290. The efforts to prevent and Pl ! jh crimes com- Expert in Environmental Law, which my country was
:j mitted against diplomatic agents and other persons pleased to host in October and November 1981.
I r enjoying immunities established in intern~tional law 295. The Second United Nations Conference on the
li are based on the adoption in New York, in 1973, of Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was
rI the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of held last August at Vienna. The objective of the Coli-
11 Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, ference was to analyse at the world level those
!l including Diplomatic Agents [resolution 3/66 (XXVIll) , problems concerning the cosmos at a time when we
I1 [annex]. But we believe that a multilateral machinery are approaching a quarter century of the space age.
\1 must be established to deal with acts of terrorism Uruguay participated actively in the work of that
Il affecting ordinary persons who do not enjoy the Conference, firmly convinced that it was the appro-
! I special protection of those immunities, but who are, priate time to take stock of the past and the }Jres~ntlj none the less, entitled to international protection as in order to make a realistic projection for the future
Ij human beings. with a view to genuine international co-operation. on
Ij 291. This year we have witnessed a historic event of this question. "..'..

J, great importance: the approval by the great majority 296. The' enormous increase in the field of com-
1 of the international community of the United Nations munications and the interdependence of peoples that
[ Convention on the Law of the Sea,3 which establishes provide our civilization with a real sense of unity has

'11. a new and comprehensive legal order applicable to the made it imperative for the field of communications to

l
' seas and based on the recognition of the sovereign become an essential element in the economic and
I rights and jurisdiction of the Jittoral States in the social development of all countries.
,j waters adjacent to their coasts, in an exclusive eco- 297. Faithful to this idea, we have adhered to the
~ nomic zone, and on the· continental shelf, with due proclamation by the General Assembly of the [reso-'
II regard for the jus communicationis and the rational lution 36/40] World Communications Year and we are

1. exploitation of the resources of the sea. ready within our means to take part in the Plan' of
292 It . I b d " f; th d I ActionS to be undertaken next year. To this end,

j • f IS a so fiase on co-operation o~ e edve op- we have already established a Nation.al Committee in
i ment 0 scienti IC research, the protection an pres-

~{ ervation of the marine environment, the administra- our country in which all the relevant ministries and
f1 tion by an international authority of that zone, of the government services are represented.
t1 sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond national jurisdic- 298. Uruguay is a party to the International Cove-
r.'l tion with the necessary powers for organizing and nants on Human rights, including the Optional Protocol
I. controlling those activities related to the exploration to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
[l"I! and exploitation of resources and the esta~lishment of Rights [resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex]. It·has always
. a production policy for that zone and a comprehensive fought in every forum against the death penalty.
1'1 system for the settlement of disputes. Hence we were pleased to note the significant progress
'I j made in the drafting of a second optional protocol
"I 293. However, we regret that some countries were to abol.·sh cap.·tal pun.·shment, a vest.·ge of h.·story
I I not able to overcome their difficulties with respect to
Ll certain points and cast a favourable vote. Nevertheless, that denies the first right of man-the right to life.

r
·.:~.. we trust and hope that they will be able to reconsider 299. In the same spirit, Uruguay has taken part in
:-1 their position for the benefit of the common good. the work of the Commission on Human Rights is
.i This would allow us to reach our objective, which preparing a convention against torture and other cruel,
IJ would constitute an achievement of prime importance inhuman and degrading acts.
n for the stability of international relations and the 300.. We have"als~ r~affirmed our interest. in, ,any
·\f.
l consolidation of world' peace. measure contributing to the strengthening and
J 294. With regard to the environment~ 1982 has been a expanding of the machinery of the Organization to

11 year rich in important events, to which our country improve the effective enjoyment of individual rights
11 contributed decisively and with conviction. The and fundamental freedoms.
~1 session of a special character that was convened by 301. We also strongly S!lpport' the planned intern~-
1'1 the Governing Council of UNEP last May in Nairobi tional campaign against drug trafficking, within the[! commemorating the tenth anniversary of the United context of the International Strategy for Drug Abuse·

t

ll1l; ~~~~hn~a;ohn~~~~c~972n int~w~:~a~a~~~li[~~~e~~ Contro19
• This campaign is designed to achieve the

the tenth session of the Governing Council. A signal, eradication of another human scourge.
achievement of these two meetings was the renewal 302. There are other initiatives aimedat consolidating

d of the "spirit of Stockholm", the solemn ratification the objectives adopted by the Assembly when pro-
1·1 by more than 100 nations of their commitment to claiming international years, such as the Year of the
, I

L. preserve the environment, thus· ensuring a vital Child in 1979 and the Year of Disabled Pernons' in
, framework for humanity and the common heritage of 1981. We support these initiatives. Given my Govern-

ment's prime interest in these matters, we noted with
~ part one, annex ll] and the Action Plan for the satisfaction the considerable' progress made' in the

ses ~1 Human Environment' that were adopted represent a drafting of a convention on the rights of ·the child.,
on, ~ new policy approach. It is a more systematic and as well as that concerning the implementation of the
~~~ ~ technical approach which includes a considerable World Programme of Action· concerning Disabled

:J..::~:::::::a:o~w.::=:~Pe~ons [gee A1371351/Add.1 and Add.llearr.l.
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annex], designed to prevent incapacitating disabilities
and to promote rehabilitation and the full integration
of the handicapped into society.
303. None the less, it is our earnest hope that these
aitns will not become obscured by rhetoric, -as has
unfort':lnately happened frequently in the international
community, which shows the international com
munity's incapacity to go beyond the level of mere
statements at a time when crucial and ongoing chal
lenges facing mankind call for strong substantive
action. .
304. We know that there are good intentions; we
know that there is no lack of theoretical concepts;
but the shaping of a more just and equitable world
economy, as well as the establishment of a legal order
in a world fraught with individualism and violence,
are still mere aspirations and nothing more.
30S. A question affecting the whole of mankind on
which we cannot remain silent is that of hunger and
poverty which ruthlessly afflict more than 900 million
people in the world.
306. Uruguay, a developing country, cann()~ accept
with criminal indifference the suffering of others as
well as the passivity of the machinery of a system
that in practice violates the basic tenets of the Orga
nization.
307. These situations, which deny the very minimum
of human solidarity, demand the priority attention
of the Assembly in order to restructure the links of
interdependence and find solutions capable of alle
viating the scourge ofhunger and its cause, destitution.
We must have the necessary political will to adopt
appropriate measures allowing us to expect a certain
measure of success in the struggle for better health
and education in order to improve the lot of mankind
and enhance the sanctity of life.
308. In the field of health, it is fitting to mention
specifically the fact that Uruguay has begun a massive
vigorous campaign to vaccinate all our population.
This is the culmination of the constant work of
prophylaxis that has been an ongoing concern of the
health services of my country.
309. It is alsc· worth noting that, in the field of
education, my Government is making every effort to
implement an ambitious literacy programme which
will finally eliminate the already very low rate of
illiteracy of no more than 5 per cent. The first stage
of this campaign has suct;essfully been completed
recently this year.
310. It is paradoxical to note that at this time when
we have witnessed the greatest achievements and
progress and when science and technology borders
on science fiction there still remain· groups of people
living in abject poverty. This is a harsh reminder of
our unavoidable responsibility.
311. This question cannot be considered in isolation
from the matter of trade, where we feel the effects
of tariff barriers in our efforts to attain efficient food
and agricUltural production. That is especially true
in those developing countries which have the good
fortune of possessing great resources to contribu.te to
the feeding of the world but which, because of actions
ltaken .by industrialized nations, must face trade and
marketing problems, to which I shall refer later.

312. Concerning the world economic situation, we
must express our. deep concern at the gradual and
continuing deterioration within an acute process that
seems to accelerate day by day. The persistence of
recessionary and inflationary· processes, the increase
in unemployment, the instability of exchange rates,
imbalances in the balance of payments of the indus
trialized countries, the consequent irritating pro
tectionist reactions and, finally, why not say it?-the
indifference and the lack of the political will on the
part of the industrialized countries to face the demands
imposed by the overwhehning world crisis-inexorably
delay the economic progress of the developing coun
tries, which are the majority of those guthered in the
Assembly.

313. Within an economic framework such as that
which exists today, which is marked by an intense and
ever greater interdependence among the peoples of the
world, it is imperative to find solutions based on a
global economic approach, which makes it necessary ,
to adopt a IODJ-term global economic policy. This
requires the optimum allocation of resources, which
in turn signifies the redistribution and relocation of
industries according to the competitive capacity of
each country, the general opening of economies in
order to ensure an effecti'-"e interplay of the laws of
competition, and the adoption of a strategy capable
of covering ail the developing areas without excluding
key sectors.

314. Within the same line of reasoning and with
reference to international trade, we must note the grave
damage done to economic development in general
and to food production and agricultural and industrial
development in particular by the discriminatory
practices and tariff barriers applied in many parts of
the world, particularly by the developed countries.

315. We believe that the creation of an effective
system of global security in the food sector must be
accompanied by the parallel creation of an interna
tional financing system which will not be prejudicial
to the food-producing developing countries. A new
world food order is a prerequisite for any international
economic order.

316. Within the structural readjustment that w(: are
proposing, the problem of energy is also a pricrity
that must be dealt with as a whole. A new world
energy order must assure access by all non-oil
producing countries with a limited economic potential
to sources of supply at reasonable and predictable
prices. We must also consider the development and
international financing of new and alternative sources
of energy. This must be a pre-condition of the estab
lishment of any new international economic order.

317. The developing countries are not resigned to
this critical situation but insist upon a clear-cut posi
tion regarding the adoption of decisions by interna
tional bodies and greater participation in the accep
tance of such instruments.

318. Within this context, we fully support the aims of
and the steps taken to ensure the reJaunching ofglobal
negotiations, on the understanding that what will be
discussed concerning this subject is ofinterest to every
one in the international community. These~ negotiations
must be carried out in conditions of absolute equality.
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319. It is difficult to understand how in the world of h8;ve always guided our foreign policy~, ',~uPP9rt for
today we could reach agreements on energy and the objectives of intemationa[pCac~and s~~urity arc;,
financing, international trade, protectionism and in the end, identified with the aims of tb,e civilization
readjustment, raw materials and food, and indus- to which we all belong. We reaffirm OUf- faith intfte
trialization and technology without the representation present and permanent relevance of this civ~lizat!on
of all those interested and concerned. There must and we express our steadfast support'for atrmeasures
be an end to exclusion and selective participation and aimed at overcoming the obstacles in the path of the
the question of the formal initiation of global negotia- developme'nt of harmonious relations and niutual
tions must as soon as possible be brought to the respect, based on justice among all the pe()ples of the
Assembly. world.

..

320. I.t is worth noting that the developing countries 326. We ,place our. greatest hope in the. commpn
have initiated a very significant attempt to establish a effort of all Jhose in the Organization and in, the firm
South-South dialogue through the implementation of and unswerving application of the means and, instju-
a wide range of activities involving economic co- ments available to the Organizatipn. In this way we
operation. Uruguay has participated and is par- shall be able to make gradual but steady progress in
ticipating with enthusiasm and good faith in this Jriairitaining and<~ consolidating .. intematiorial peace
process, which offers clear hope of widening the basis and security, developing co-operation among nations,
of the economies of the developing countries and of promoting the roles of'internationallaw and improving
betteriilg the standard of living if their peoples. That relations among States as well ·as on questions ·of
common effort is an appropriate and suitable response the procedure for the peaceful settlement'of disputes
to the needs and requirements of our time, always both regionally and internationally.
bearing in mind the solidarity that must prevail among "
countries that are going through similar stages of 327.0niy two months ago, our President Alvarez,
development. analysing tbe Latin American scene during a recent
321. We firmly believe that development and security meetingofthe Latin American Integration Association,
are intimately linked concepts and it could be said said:
that there can be no integral development without "A world of super-Powers and mini-States, of
the counterbalance of collective economic security groups of countries with enormous imbalances in
through a multilateral juridical system that guarantees their relative development, in their share in the
the full implementation of the rules and principles fruits of progress and in their ~apacity to negotiate,
of co-operation for development. This is also appli- caUs for concerted action by thos~ coutltrie~·tJ1at are
cable to the area of defence, in the case of economic more excluded than weak, in order that it may
measures or actions aimed at thwarting the sovereign become more just..' '
will of States, the maintenance of the essential con-
ditions of free and normal economic development and, "With its demographic influence, its c.ommon
in the last analysis, the effective practical application cultural tradition, its enormous and ~nexploited
of international economic justice. riches and its' dedication to peace and law, Latin

America has all the conditions necessary to con-
322. Uruguay has voted in favour of the programme stitute anintluential area, not only in economic
budget for the biennium 1982-1983. This is a budget alignrrlent butin the political and cultural spheres
in which the concept of zero growth is used for the as well, within an international order where im-
first time, after many years of sustained increases. balances of power give rise to voluntary or involun-
The comprehensive nature of the budget appropria- ·t· f d . t·
tions does not entail an increase in the financial tary SI uatlons 0 omma Ion.
burden. "Setting aside questionable schemes used to
323. The support of my country fer this policy of group countries according to their level ofdevelop-
austerity is based upon the unavoidable need to ment or relative power, I should like to see a
rationalize the hyperactivity of the United Nations Latin America that would be a totally new and
and prevent the dispersal of effort. In this context, we independent force projected into the future as the
should like the process of identifying and eliminating continent of hope, of freedom and (,'l justice, as
activities that are outdated, inefficient or of marginal the bridge and th~ link between the more developed
usefulness to re intensified. This also applies to ~nd the most backward areas of the world;"
reduction of the very high percentage ofcosts absorbed 328. In this same line of thinking, I have I no doubt-
by salari~.s and staff contributiCJns. That percentage that Uruguay will honour its commitment to America
bears no r~asonable relationship to the funds appro- and to the world for the harmonious convergence 'of
priated by the Organization for programmes of work both currents, so that we can devote, all our efforts
of a substantial nature in the economic, social and to serving,the aim of closer and more reciprocal eu:~·
humanitarian fields. structive co-operation.

324. Finally, we should like to make reference to 329. Wath (t;gard to matters relating t~ the functiOlis
something of special importance-namely, the of the Security Council, the distressing eve:nts ,that
strengthening of the role of the Organization and occurred during this year make it more than' ever
equitable representation of its members of the Security necessary to amend the rule of unanimity that ,w.as
Council. established for the benefit of the permanent.members
325. As I have already said, Uruguay fuHy under- of the Security Council, a rule that tends to perpetuate
stands and supports the p~'rposes and principles of the an-obvious situation of privilege the exercise ,of whi(:h
Charter of the United Nations, which are those that paralyses the Council's mission for peace.
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ments for their conscious recommitment to the
purposes and principles of the Charter.,We pledge our
support for the continued search for solutions to the
different problems facing the United Nation~ and the
world.
334. The role of the President of the General As
sembly is' no less challenging, onerous or noble. We
are equally'confident that Mr. Hollai will hold aloft
the honour of his great country.
335. We are not so presumptuous as to think
we have the capacity or, indeed, the capability of
commenting on every item on the agenda of the As
sembly. We shall therefore confine our remarks to a
few only.
336. The scenario of international economic develop
ment co-operation remains bleak. There has been a
further dc;terioration, especially since 1981, in the
international economic environment. As we are an
aware, the economic problems of developed coun
tries are being transmitted to developing' countries
through a variety channels, and vice versa. The
development crisis has deepened throughout the world,
and the development process has come to a virtual
standstill in many countries. The dynamism of intern'a
tional trade, particularly in products of special im
portance to developing countries, is no longer assured
as a mechanism for growth. The shrinkage in the real
flow ofexternal resources and development assistance
has considerably jeopardized the growth prospects and
opportunities in many developing countries. The spirit
of in(ernBtional co-operation has suffered greatly.
337. In these circumstances, the current world eco
nomic crisis can no longer be considered as merely
another phenomenon of poor growth figures. Nor can
it be considered in complete isolation from the interests
of developing countries. Recent experience has amply
demonstrated that the worsening world economic
conditions are of a structural, not a cyclical, nature.
The est~blishment of a new international economic
order cO'lJld have greatly facilitated the stru~tural

adjustment and strengthened the possibiHty for eco
nomic revival and prosperity of the world as a whole,
including the developed countries. However, short
tern. interests carried the day, and we have' missed
many opportunities to facilitate structural adju'stments
and give impetus to economic growth.

338. Commodity issues have emerged as major trade
problems for many developing countries. The j'ecent
slump in commodity prices, together with the rising
tide of protectionism, ha·s led to reduced export
proceeds, increased external indebtedness and a
worsened balance of payments in many developing
countries. My own country, Botswana, is in no dif
ferent position. The instability in commodity trade
might have been minimized, even curbed, had there
been a fully operational integrated programme for

I commodities. The convening of the sixth session of
UNCTAD, in June 1983 in Belgrade, offers yet
anothei opportunity to act on these issues, which
should not be missed this time

339. In spite of the worsening world economic con
ditions, the international community has succeeded
in achieving some successes since 1981. The Agree
ment Establishing the Common Fund for Coml1)odi
ties lO and the Substantial New Programme of Action
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330. It is also necessuy to say that with the passing
oftime'and in the light ofmany painful and enlightening
experiences it -will become 'necessary t~ consider the
pOssibility of giving thought to the most effective
means of organizing the system of voting in the
Security Council, a~ove all in order to preserve intact
its-'constitutional power to' act for the preservation of
peace, 'which is the very reason it was brought into
being.

:J31. It is then fitting-and in' this regard we fully
agree with the proposal made by the Secretary
General-to hold a special meeting of the: Security
Council. This would be a frank, determined action
that would enable us realistica.lly'to face those problems
in the solution ofwhich we are all ineluctably engaged.. .

332. In ·conclusion, my Government is 'p'repared to
support any effort designed to strengthen' t~e •Orga
nization and to enable it fully to assume. its responsi
bilities. Hence, we shall make a firm contribution to
creating a climate favourable to dialogue and trust,
to civilized and fruitful coexistence, starting along the
road towards a community of nations without tutors
or p'upils, a community in which ·the legal equality of
States will be expressed through a policy offull respect
for' the right of· everyone freely to choose his own
future without interference or aggression. This is the
task we an face. It is an unavoidable and daily task
that pose~ a crucial challenge, one we must face and
one we must overcome, guided by the same spirit of
solidarity and brotherhood, as we continue along the
path of peace and justice towards the new conditions
the future holds in store for mankind.

333. Mr. MOO\VE (Botswana): The task of con
gratulating the President on his election to guide this
thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly and
Mr. Perez de Cueliar on his appointment as Secretary
General is for me a pleasant one. One is never at a
loss for words when praising famous men. With his
appointment as the fifth Secretary-General, Mr. Perez
d,~ Cuellar joins a procession of illustrious predeces
sors, each of whom has left a distinctive imprint on
some page of international history. The first was
Trygve Lie, a direct-speaking, if sometimes emo
tional, man, whose objective was1 through his com
mitment to peace, to give credibility to. the United
Nations. The secorid was Dag Hamm~lfskjOld,

a man who worked hard to build on the fundameJ'tal
pfinciples of the United Nations, a peace-maker who
saw his position of Secretary-General as providing
him with a mandate for seeking and restoring peace
and who lived and died in that cause. The third was
U Thant, a blunt, straightforward and outspoken
individual, ,a .man of proven negotiating ability, the
fourth was, Kurt Waldheim, a professional and careful
diplomat. We salute them all. The present Secretary
General, joins this line of succession in the face of
many problems .and difficulties, which he has already
identified as conflicts between national aims and
Charter goals... resort to confrontation, violence 1J,nd
even· war in pursuit of what are perceived as vital
interests, claims or aspirations" [A/37/J. p. I]. We
are confident that with his characteristic caution, his
mature intelligence and his wealth of diplomatic
eipei'ience he too stands ready to inscribe his name
on .the roll of honour. I can assure him that my'
country, Botswana, will heed his appeal to all Govern-

I
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heinous crime will remain a dark event in the life of
nations, its perpetrators and their collaborators eternal
villains. History has not always been benevolent and
charitable to Israel, yet the continued occupation of
Arab lands by military force provides no justifia~le

compensation. "The crux of the Palestinian problem",
says Mr. Sayegh, "is the fate of a people and its
homeland". ..

.AS. As long as nations in the area deny one another
the right to exist as sovereign and independent entities
within clearly defined and secure borders, peace in the
Middle East will remain elusive and unattainable.

346. We implore the United States, from the vantage
point of its special relationship with Israel, and the
League of Arab States to reconcile their peace PtO
posals and to intensify their search for a solution
acceptable to all parties.

347. The situation in Afghanistan continues to defy
solution. Foreign troops have not yet been withdrawn
and the refugee population in Iran and Pakistan h3s
reached the 3.5 million mark. Efforts to bring the
parties to the negotiating table have hitherto been of no
avail. The intractable nature of the situation typifies
the impotence of the United Nations in the face of
super-Power Involvement. It is in such circumstances
that the words of the Secretary-General stand out in
sharp relief, to be quoted and quoted yet dgain-a
recommitment of Governments to the Charter.

348. ~Ve appeal to the parties involved to engage in
negotiations designed to secure the withdrawal of
foreign forces, the elimination of external interference
in the internal affairs ofAfghanistan and the facilitation
of the return of the refugees.

349. It is almost four years since the Kampuchean
People's Revolutionary Council supplanted the Pol
Pot regim~. Attempts to reach a political solution by
way of negotiations among the parties concerned have
been frustrated by boycotts. The end to three decades
of war in Indo-China is not in sight and regional
insecurity has become a matter of serious concern
for South-East Asian nations.

350. The complete withdrawal of all foreign troops,
the cessation of extern91 interference and the un
impeded exercise by the people of its right to elect a
Government of its choice is what we desire for
Kampuchea. This is our litany.

351. Korea remains a divided country. The North.:.
South dialogue, acclaimed by .many nations as a
concrete manifestation of the determination of the
Korean people to reunify their divided peninsula, has
been suspended since 1973. Proposals by one side are
relentlessly spurned by the other side. Notwith
standing this regrettable circumstance, Botswana
persists in its view that the reunification of Korea is
a matter to be decided by the Koreans themselves
in direct i\lter-Korean negotiations. It remains for the·
Unite<l Nations to continue to encourage the resump
tion of those talks without pre-conditions or external
interference.

352. Similarly, we support the continuation of the
intercommunal talks in Cyprus. We believe that their
efficacy could be enhanced by the speedy withdrawal
of foreign troops from the island.
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for the 1980s for the Least Developed Countriesll
adopted at the Paris Conference are two such achieve
ments. If these are to be translated into action, there
is much the international community should undertake
in order to avoid talking about the same issues a))
over again at UNCTAD.
340. It is equally necessary to remove the con
siderable uncertainties which currently prevail in the
international financial syst~m. Recent developments
have caused concern regarding the capability of the
international financial system to deal with the eff~cts

of the unfavourable ,economic environment.

341. We n~'lst persist in carrying through global nego
tiations on international financial issues which restore
balance to the system which aifects us all.

342. Internal upheavals as we)) as wars born of
external aggression are a common phenomenon in
different parts of the world. The irony of the matter
is thRt in many of these situations it is easy to identify
the involvement of those Powers to which the custo
dianship of peace and secur~ty has been permanently
entrusted by us all. As a result, the principal organs
of the United Nations can only chum out innocuous
(csolutions expressing their grave concern at such
int.;:rventions and calling for the withdrawal of foreign
troops, often wi~hQut naming them. Such resolutions
are quite often frustrated by the non-compliance of
the States concerned. The United Nations has thus
become a place for the expression of indignation and
the trading of recriminations. W~ have been guilty of
diminishing its capacity to deal effectively with issues
affecting peace. We ourselves are weakened thereby,
as there is no other instrument to which we can turn
for the solution of international problems. My delega
tion therefore supports the Secretary-General in his
caU to all Governments to recommit themselves
consciously to the Charter.

343. Mr. Fayez Sayegh, a Palestinian scholar, says in
his book Palestine, Israel and Peace uThe crux of
the Palestinian problem is the fate of a people and
its homeland. It is the piecemeal conquest and con
tinued seizure of the entire country by military force.
It is the forcible dispossession and displacement of
th~ bulk of the indigenous population and the sub
jugation of the rest".

344. In its resolution 521 (1982) of 19 September
the Security Council unanimously condemned the
massacre of Palestinian civilians in their refugee
camps. The stench of death continues to hang like
early morning mist over west Beirut and the grief of
those brutally treated people is immeasurable. Nations
severally have condemned this criminal act perpetrated
against an unsuspecting and defenceless people. Many
searching and pertinent questions are being asked.
Was it not enough to have made them the refugees
.they were and to have thus condemned them to live
in squalor and misery? Why murder"them? Had they
not suffered sufficient humiliation when their leader
ship was dispersed throughout the iength and breadth
of the Arab world? Why massacre them? Protestations
of innocence should neither supplant nor be a sub
stitute for response to the need to establish the
circumstances and the enormity of the crime. For
that reason, my country welcomes the decision to
hold an independent and impartial investigation. This

I
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353. The position of my country regarding the Falk
lands crisis has already been made clear. It does no
harm to reiterate it here. Botswana does not accept
the use of armed intervention to enforce territorial
claims. Our condemnation ofsuch action by Argentina
was therefore without prejudice to the merits or other
wise of its claim. We do not regard the Falklands
as an integral part of Britain, some 8,000 miles away.
Such a ~oncept belongs to the imperialism of by
gone centuries. Our view is that the Falklands is a
colony of Britain. The Falklanders, like all colonized
peoples, have the right to self-determination without
external pressure or intimidation. We resent and
resist the change of one colonialism for another in
Africa,. We maintain the same principle in the United
Nations.

3S4. A year ago the G~neral Assembly met in an
emergency special session to discuss the question of
Namibia. Volumes of words were spoken on that
occasion, as they have been spoken since the interna
tional ~hallenge to South Africa's occupation of the
Territory of South West Africa in 1946. The General
Assembly was reminded then that the United Nation~

pl,an for Namibia remained, after three years, a pious
declaration of intent, because nothing had come of it.
It must be admitted that there has now been some
audible shuffling of feet by the contact group and the
South African representatives, but there has been no
appreciable move forward or dramatic change in the
situation; no peace in Namibia. We submit that the
validity of the vaunted "significant progress" made in
the negotiations relating to the constitutional principles
and the preparedness of South Africa to move
expeditiously to resolve the question nf the com
position and deployment of the United Nations Transi
tion Assistance Group is being somewhat neutralized
and rendered ineffectual ~~ the unfortunate linkage
of the withdrawal of South African forces from
Namibia and the progress of that Territory to inde
pendence with the withdrawal of Cuban forces from
Angola, in the name of regional security. We consider
this requirement strange, especially as it is the South
African and not the Cuban forces which have been
guilty of trans-border violations and have intensified
their war 01r ~ression against the People's Republic
of Angola, e~en as the Namibian plan is being nego
tiated.

355. Ofequal concern to my delegation is a new plan
whereby South Africa seeks to establish a so-called
more effective interim Government, reported to be
structured on ethnic lines, in Namibia. This plan,

. coupled with the possible use of Walvis Bay in a
"manner prejudicial to the independence of Namibia" ,
in disregard of Security Council t''esolution 432 (1978),
would not only delay progress towards an acceptable
sulution but might in fact frustrate all the efforts
already made to resolve the problem. A genuine
solution of the Namibian problem can be reached,
and soon, if South Africa desists from its recurrent
invention of extraneous excuses. After many years of
war waged by South Africa~, :orces against the people
of Namibia, it is not in thei~ interest that a settlement
be further delayed by being subordinated to or coupled
with the withdrawal of foreign forces from a third
country.

356. My country, one of the front-line States
bordering on Namibia, continues to call for the imme
diate implementation of Security Council resolu
tion 435 (1978) as the generally accepted p:aceful
means of ensuring the attainment of independence
by that United Nations Territory. Negotiations relating
to outstanding issues relevant to that resolution have
been successfully concluded. The process leading
to the liberation of Namibia should be unhindered. My
country looks forward with the most fervent hopes
to seeing a liberated, free, independent and sovereign
Namibia assume its rightful place in the Assembly at
its thirty-eighth session.

357. But the accession of Namibia to independence
will not in itself bring peace to the southern African
region as long as apartheid and racism continue to be
the fundamental tenets of South Africa's philosophy
of government. For 300 years the South African white
has asked himself these questions: Who are we? What
is our destiny? What is our divine and appointed role
in Africa? His answers to those questions are basic
to the theory and practice of apartheid. His answers
are formulated in such a manner as to perpetuate
his image as the divine messenger to Africa, the torch
bearerofChristian troths and principles. He is in a class
apart, ~he olllly citizen of South ~\frica. Thus, after
300 years. the black ml\iority of the South African
society remain aliens in their fatherland. The creation
for them of crowded, over-grazed and generally
denuded so-called homelands, the denial of equal
economic opportun~ties and power sharing, the down
graded quality of their r-ducation, their restricted and
controlled movement-these and the many other
disabilities they are made to suffer ha~e increased their
frustration and anger and heightened their determi
nation to secure an equitable deal for themselves
by whatever means. This should be avoided, for if
th~ manner of accession to independence by Namibia,
whenever it comes, is to provide any lesson at all, it·
should be in the realization that resistance to orderly
and timely change can serve only to <;pndemn even
the unborn of all races to future strife and suffering.

358. South Africa is fully cognizant of the ghastliness
of such an eventuality and is groping for a solution.
Whilst we welcome the reformist initiatives of South
Africa, we consider the so-called constitutional
dispensation to be hollow. It is hollow because it
denies the black ml\iotity South African citizenship
and relegates them to bantustans; it is hollow because
it attempts to entice the Indian and Coloured South
Africans away from their traditional identification
and solidarity with the other disadvantaged group,
the black South Africans, without in any way enhancing
their political integration within the South African
society. A system founded on injustice is bound
sooner or later to collapse.

359. Drawing the Coloured South Africans and South
Africans of Indian extraction into the plan whilst
excluding 70 per cent of the population will only
increase the areas of polarization and their ramifica
tions-whites versus non-whites, black South Africans
versus Coloured and Indian South Africans con
servative Coloured and Indians versus their pro
gressive compatriots whom they will ~ brand as
renegades from the cause of genuine liberation.
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360. Moreover, it should be conceded that the
avowed objective of converting urban South African
'blacks into rural citizens elsewhere is not only retro
grade but ill-considered and impossible of attain
ment. To succeed, any plan or solution for the South
African problem must take cognizance of these basic
truths. Neither the mercenary invasion of Seychelles
nor the sustained aggression against the People's
Republic of Angola and the continued occunation of
parts of its territory by South African troops neither
the' support given to the Uniao Nacional para a
Independencia Total de Angola [UNlTA] in Angola,
the Mozam:'ican National Resistance in Mozambique
or the Lesotho Liberation Army in Lesotho nor that
given to difsidents in Zambia and Zimbabwe~ all
instruments of the destabilization of neighbouring
States will silence the caU for change within South
Africa.
361. Our undying refrain is the continuing call urging
South Africa to engage in meaningful dialogue with the
recognized leaders of all the citizens of that country
and to work out a solution acceptable to all.

362. The relevant exhortation in the Lusaka
Manifesto on Southern Africa is still as fresh and as
valid t{)day as when it was made some 13 years ago:

" ... we are demanding an opportunity for all the
people of these S~ates, work.ing together as equal
individlJai dtizens, to work out for themselves the
institutions and the system of government under
which they will, by general consent, live together.
and work togeth~r to build a harmonious
society." 12

363. The PRESIDENT (illterpretation from French):
I shall now caB on those representatives who wish to
speak in exercise of the right of reply.

364. Mr. GHAZZAWI (Jordan): Nhenever the region
of the Middle East passes through one of the recurrent
criseg provoked by Israel, and whenever the attention
of the international community is focused on efforts
to find a just solution to the chronic problem of
Palestine and the Middle East conflict, Israel resorts
tQ a now familiar tactic: it either launches an un
provoked act of aggression against a neighbouring
Arab country, as is the current case as regards
Lebanon, or embarks on a process aimed at distorting
the historical, legal and factual issues involved. The
Israeli aim in both cases is to undermine the interna
tional collective will and direct world attention away
from the underlying central cause of the contlict in
the region. .

365. Following this line, the current fashionable
Israeli theme is to claim that the Palestinian people
have already exercised self-determination in Jordan
and that Jordan is a Palestinian State and consequently
there is no Palestinian problem to solve. The Foreign
Minister of Israel hammered away at this theme in his
address this morning in the Assembly. Mr. Shamir
ignored the historical fact that Jordan is Jordan and
Palestine is Palestine. He forgot to tell the Assembly
where he comes from and where Mr. Kaddoumi comes
from. Furthermore, we should ask where Mr. Begin
comes from and where Mr. Arafat ~omes from.

366. In view of Mr. Shamir's twisted logic, it is worth
recalling the statement in 1971 of the late Prime

Minister of Israel, Mrs. Golda Meir, to the effect that
there is no such thing as a Palestinian people and any
such notion is a myth. Now, however, the Israeli
leadership suddenly realizes that the Palestinian people
actually exist-but, convenk!'tly for Israel, in Jordan.
There is no need to say that this statement is as
,absurd as that statement by Prime Minister Meir.
367. Israel argued in the past when it suited its
purposes that Jordan was an illegal occupant of the
West Bank. On the other hand, Israel argued when it
suited different Israeli policies that Jordan was in fact
Palestine. If this is so, how is it that Jordan is in
occupation of a part of itselrl Even inverted logic is
not without its contradictions.
368. No amount of semantic acrobatics can change
the fact that the foundation of Israel was the destruc
tion of Palestine and the dispersal of the Palestinian
Arab people from their ancestral homeland. We
should like to remind Israel that before it came into
being in 1948 Jordan exister1 as a distinct political
reality and was an independent and sovereign State.
At the 1ame time, th~ Palestinian people were living
in their homeland in Falestine. Even when the United
Nations voted to partition Palestine in 1947 into two
States, an Arab and a Jewish one, the Partition Plan
was very clear and specific regarding the territorial
application of the Partition Plan and the exact location
of the two proposed States in Palestine proper, that iss
west of the River Jordan.

369. The essence ofthe problem in the region remains
today, as it has always been, the persistent denia~ 'by
Israel of the Palestinian people's legitimate rights,
including their God-given right to self-determination
on Palestinian national soil. The international com
munity has agreed on a framework for a just, com
prehensive and durable settlement of the (:ontlict
in the area. The essence of this framework is Israel's
total withdrawal from all territories occupied since
the conflict of June 1967, the restoration of Arab
Jerusalem to Arab sovereignty and the restoration of
Palestinian national rights on Palestinian soil.

370. This international consensus has been frustrated
by Israel. We respectfully call on the international
community, and in particular the five permanent
members of the Security Council, to shoulder their
responsibilities and force Israel to heed the collective
international will. We ask them' not to hold their
breath and wait for Israel to answer the call of reason.
Israel's persistent aggression should not be rewarded
with appeasement. We should like to recall tbat in the
not-too-distant past the forces of justice and freedom
responded firmly and decisively to a pattern of aggres
sion simHar to that pursued by present-day Israel.

371. Since Great Britain was the mandatory Power in
Palestine, I would 2ike to conclude by quoting two
British Ministers who commented on the new Israeli
ploy. Lord Carrington, the former Britisb Foreign
Secretary, stated in London on .2 November 1981
before the Conservative Friends ofIsrael the following:
"The argument that the Palestinians already have
self-determination in a State of their own, namely
Jor~~n, simply will not stand up in ei~her historical.or
political terms." Mr. Douglas Hurd, the British
Minister of State at the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, stated at a meeting with Arab journalists in
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Lancon on 8 September 1982 "We reject the idea
which some quarters in Israel have advanced that the
Palestinian problem can be solved simply by calling
Jordan a Palestinian State. This does not seem to us
either just in the light of history or realistic in the
light of the present. So the idea that Israel should
remain always in occupation of the West Bank and that
Palestinians should learn to regard Jordan on the
East Bank as their homeland, we reject that idea".

372. Mr. ANDINO-SALAZAR (El Salvador) (inter
pretationfrom Spanish): This morning, the representa
tive of Greece sought to lecture El Salvador on
how it should settle its internal affairs. A curious
political recipe from a country very far from our own.

373. Besides infringing the principle of non
interference in the affairs of other States, that delega
tion, either wittingly or unwittingly, is unaware that the
true concept of a representative political force can
never derive from the destructive capability which the
extremism o~ minority groups may have on a country,
but solely from the authority vested in it by the will
of the people as expre5sed in free democratic elections
with a high turnout of voters.

374. How could any share of authority be given to
extremist groups simply because they want to upset
the economy and security of the State, causing untold
suffering tCJ,the people of El Salvador, when they
enjoy no popular ~upportwhatsoever? The representa
tive of Greece i& forgetting that legitimacy and repre
sentativeness can only derive from the ballot and
election results; consequently, that delegation is over
looking the fact that approximately 95 per cent of the
citizens of El Salvador voted in the elections held on
28 March of this year, broadly and irrefutably
legitimizing the Government of national unity that
came to power as a result.

375. This unquestionable expression of civic feeling
among the people of El Salvador demonstrates their
support for peace and democracy t their rejection of
violence.

376. With reference to what was said by the repre
sentative of France, we wish to stress to the Assembly
that the problem of El Salvador must be resolved

by the people of El Salvador alone, without other
countries on the continent or outside it pointing out to
JJs-even less seeking to impose upon us-what the
solution should be. Neither can we accept a situation
whereby statements by third countries give artificial
representativeness to tiny organizations.
377. The conscience of Latin America has already
given its decision on this point and there is no need
for another lesson on non-interference in the internal
affairs of other States, although the aforementioned
statement claims to offer us an explanation now in
the light of philosophical methodologies which seek to
compare situations so different in their origins, nature
and consequences, thus losing the sense of reality of
which it boasts.

The meeting rose at 7.45 p.m.
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